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S Y N O P S I S  

The surviving subsurface footings of the First Government House complex are the earliest 
archaeological remains of British occupation in Australia, dating to the year of invasion and first 
settlement: 1788. Excavated between 1983 and 1992, these architectural features and associated 
artefacts, alongside those of the adjacent guard house, have sparked over two decades of 
historical-archaeological investigations into colonial architecture, government printing, dining, the 
lives of the governors who occupied the House from 1788 to 1845 and the urban dynamic of the 
city which moved in to claim this extraordinary site.  

The assemblage from the First Government House site was selected for inclusion in the Exploring 
the Archaeology of the Modern City (EAMC) project (EAMC). Begun in 2001, the EAMC project, 
aimed to contribute to the social history of Sydney by re-examining the major assemblages 
excavated from historical- archaeological sites in the 1980s and 1990s.  

Given the comprehensive nature of the published accounts of the archaeology recovered from 
the First Government House site prior to 1987, we concentrated our efforts on the 
archaeological features recovered during the 1990–1991 excavations of the guard house and 
revisiting some components of the 1983–1987 assemblage in light of the extensive historical 
research gathered by the Historic Houses Trust of NSW in preparation for the Museum of 
Sydney on the Site of First Government House which opened in 1995.  

This publication presents the results of our analyses.  

We begin with a review of previous research and an outline of our methodology. Following a 
discussion of the site’s formation processes and sequence of construction, we provide three 
studies of different aspects of the historical archaeology of First Government House: one, the 
printing office and additional lead type recovered in Young Street; two, the tablewares and dining 
equipage of Governors King and Macquarie; and three, the unusual architectural history of the 
guard house, built c. 1812 and partially demolished in 1838.  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The Exploring the Archaeology of the Modern City (EAMC) project was established in 2001 by 
the Archaeology Program of La Trobe University, and Industry Partners—the Historic Houses 
Trust of NSW, the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd, the 
NSW Heritage Office, Heritage Victoria and the City of Sydney—to analyse and interpret the 
large assemblages excavated from historical archaeological sites, which are held in storehouses 
across Sydney. The aim has been to develop a clearer and more precise understanding of Sydney’s 
past material, personal and working worlds from its archaeological remains, than has been 
previously attempted in Sydney.  

The archaeological collection from the First Government House (FGH) site was among the suite 
of material selected for analysis in the project. Other collections include those from the Hyde 
Park Barracks and the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site. Selected assemblages and 
associated documentation relating to these sites were analysed within their specific archaeological 
and broader historical contexts, and are the subject of separate publications (see Crook et al. 
2005 & Crook & Murray 2006).  

The artefact assemblage from the First Government House site was excavated in three major 
phases of work: in 1983–1984, 1987 and 1990–1991. Prior to undertaking intra-site research on 
the FGH assemblage, the records—excavation records and reports, the artefact database and 
related historical material—were reviewed for their accuracy and their utility within the research 
program (for details see Crook et al. 2003).  

This report presents the results of the EAMC team’s re-examination of the historical and 
archaeological records of the First Government House site.  
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LIMITATIONS 

While the records of the First Government House site are extensive, they were not as a whole 
ready for large-scale database manipulation (see Crook et al. 2003). Despite the first-time 
collation of electronic artefact data from two separate cataloguing projects, it was not possible to 
fully integrate the two systems and standardise terms across both data sets. In addition, neither 
stratigraphic nor type series information was available in electronic form and the task of entering 
3,000 stratigraphic context sheets into the new database was time consuming; hence many strata 
were entered with only minimal information.  

Under these circumstances, minimum vessel counts were not prepared and neither database had 
sufficient or reliable enough detail to quickly develop minimum vessel counts.  

It was not possible to review artefacts from each assemblage to identify conjoins between the 
guard house area and the main First Government House complex.  
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Several artefacts (in particular the ‘Tendril’ and ‘Maltese Cross’ ceramics) were on display at the 
time of cataloguing and were not available for close inspection. 

The EAMC project as a whole excludes bone, shell and organic artefacts and building materials. 
Where required, analyses of these artefact classes at the First Government House site heavily 
relied on the original catalogue records and reports.   

 

Figure 1 Location of the First Government House site, Sydney. (P. Crook) 

TERMINOLOGY 

As the First Government House site was excavated and catalogued in many separate stages, it is 
necessary to clarify the terminology used in this report.  

The First Government House site refers to the total area subject to excavation between 
1987 and 1992 on the corner of Phillip and Bridge Streets and in Young Street. While, technically, 
this area might be better referred to as the ‘First Government House Precinct’, the term ‘First 
Government House site’ is more customary. 

Where necessary, the first phases of excavation are described as the 1983–1987 excavations, 
the first stages of excavation or the main site in distinction to the Young Street and 
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Raphael Place excavations (YRP) in 1990–1991, in which the primary find was the guard 
house, on the western side of the First Government House perimeter wall.1 At times it is also 
necessary to distinguish the guard house from the First Government House compound or 
precinct.  

The collection or assemblage comprises the artefacts excavated from the whole First 
Government House site, now stored in the Museum of Sydney Resource Centre. The catalogue 
is the paper and electronic record of what is in the boxes. The database is a tool for presenting, 
searching and electronically storing the catalogue. Each catalogued bag of artefacts has been 
allocated a unique Catalogue Number (e.g. FGH00110 or YRP0110).  

While now both catalogues are stored in the one database, the assemblage was recorded and 
numbered in two parts. The assemblage excavated in multiple stages from 1983 to 1987 by Anne 
Bickford was catalogued by Wendy Thorp and colleagues in 1990, and is referred to as the 1983–
1987 assemblage or catalogue. The smaller collection of artefacts retrieved and catalogued by 
Anne Bickford in 1990–1991 from Young Street and Raphael Place is referred to as the YRP 
assemblage or catalogue. 

Owing to the fact that these two collections were catalogued independently and numbered from 
one onward, there are duplicated artefact identification numbers for the First Government House 
site as a whole. To overcome confusion when both components were added to the one database 
in 2001, catalogue numbers were created for all artefacts in both collections to incorporate the 
collection name and unique artefact identification number. For example, artefacts from the 1983–
1987 assemblage are catalogued as FGH00001, and those from the YRP assemblage as 
YRP0001. While this is not an ideal distinction given that the YRP excavation is technically part 
of the historic First Government House site, the reference retains a brief, three-character code 
and overcomes the difficulty of incorporating the multiple years of excavation therein.2 

Abbreviations 

FGH First Government House 

HRA Historical Records of Australia 

HRNSW Historical Records of New South Wales 

SG Sydney Gazette 

SR NSW State Records NSW 

YRP Young Street and Raphael Place (excavation) 

                                                      
1  Artefacts from the main site excavated in 1992 are labelled ‘Commemorative Area’ and were not catalogued as part 

of the 1983–87 FGH excavations or the 1990–91 YRP excavations. 
2 Some artefacts retrieved for display are directly labelled ‘FGH AB 179’, which now appears in the database as 

‘YRP0179’. This code was derived from the filename of the Minark database: ‘AB’ distinguishing the file submitted by 
Anne Bickford from the one already submitted by Wendy Thorp and called ‘FGH’. In retrospect, and once the two 
catalogues had been combined, it was considered that a place-based distinction was better than the original author–
filename system. 
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R E S E A R C H  C O N T E X T   

The First Government House site has been the subject of periodically intense and otherwise 
ongoing research since 1982 when historian Helen Proudfoot and archaeologist Anne Bickford 
were appointed by the Department of Environment and Planning to carry out historical and 
archaeological works on the site. Their research culminated in Australia’s First Government House, 
published in 1991, but more primary investigations were to come. There were further phases of 
excavation in the area of the guard house and exhaustive primary historical research was 
undertaken in advance of the opening of the Museum of Sydney in 1995, and has continued in the 
preparation of various exhibitions since that time.  

Being the centre of colonial government from 1788 to 1845, there is a vast archive of 
documentation about the architecture, activities and occupants of First Government House, 
including paintings, plans, sketches, letters, newspaper articles and official and private 
correspondence. Many of these items have been carefully examined during previous phases of 
archaeological research (e.g. Proudfoot 1983, Annable 1992). These and others have been collated 
in research folders held in the Museum of Sydney Resource Centre. Together they provided an 
invaluable archive for use within the EAMC project and some documents unavailable to earlier 
archaeologists allowed new lines of inquiry. 

The key information resources concerning the excavations are described below in relation to 
their utility within the EAMC project.  

THE EXCAVATION 

Archaeological investigation of the First Government House site began under the direction of 
Anne Bickford in February 1983 in preparation for a multi-storey office tower. Following the 
discovery of remains of the First Government House in February 1983, the future of the site was 
fiercely contested, but development work proceeded nonetheless. Following the decision to 
significantly alter the proposed development to conserve the archaeological remains, the site was 
backfilled and a drainage system was installed to conserve the subsurface remains in 1984 and 
1985 respectively. From 1990 to 1992, in preparation for the Museum of Sydney and the 
Governor Phillip and Governor Macquarie Towers, new excavations were undertaken in Young 
Street and Raphael Place—also directed by Anne Bickford—and other trenches on the main site 
(in the ‘Commemorative Area’, now the Museum forecourt) were re-opened. In 1996, when road 
works were undertaken on the corner of Bridge and Phillip Streets, Godden Mackay Logan 
monitored the excavations. Each of these stages of excavation is discussed in more detail below 
(see Stocks 1988a: 2–8 and Bickford 1993a: 10–49 for further information). 

Stage 1 of archaeological investigation at the First Government House site in February 1983 
comprised test-trenching and auger sampling in the area of the foundations of the house itself. 
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During the brief, two-week testing program, the remains of Governor Phillip’s 1788 wall were 
revealed, and the likelihood of recovering more remains was confirmed.  

Stage 2, between June and December 1983, involved more intensive excavation in the areas along 
Bridge Street, where the remains of the house lay, and in the region of the outbuildings, where 
the pylons of the proposed building were to be constructed. This stage revealed more of the 
foundations of the house and various outbuildings, including the Printing Press office, privies and 
drains.  

During Stage 3, between January and June 1984, archaeologists undertook further investigation of 
the house and outbuilding remains (including Governor Darling’s extensions), and tested further 
deposits along the southern and eastern boundaries of site. Following the conclusion of 
excavations in 1984—after the decision to conserve the remains of First Government House in a 
new development—the site trenches were backfilled with sand and the site was sealed with a 
protective bitumen layer.  

In 1987, after a conservation plan had been drafted for the site, additional test-trenching was 
undertaken in Young Street and Raphael Place. These last excavations are known as Stage IV. 
Anutech Pty Ltd began a comprehensive analysis project, reviewing the stratigraphy and 
assemblages of the First Government House site in preparation for the publication Australia’s First 
Government House by Helen Proudfoot, Brian Egloff, Anne Bickford and Robyn Stocks (1991; see 
also Stocks 1988a, Boland 1987, Thorp 1987, Pearson 1988, Colley 1987, Kelly 1987, Wilson & 
Kelly 1987 and Egloff & Smith 1987).  

Other service trenches were monitored by Robyn Stocks in April 1988 (Stocks 1988b).  

Two years later, in April 1990, after Denton Corker Marshall Architects had won the design 
competition for the redevelopment of the block into an office tower and museum complex, Anne 
Bickford undertook further excavations in the areas around Young Street and Raphael Place that 
would be affected by the new development (Bickford 1993a and 1993b). (Raphael Place was 
subsequently entirely built over by the new office tower.) These excavations are known as the 
Young Street and Raphael Place (YRP) excavations and continued into 1991. They recovered 
remains of the Governor’s guard house and more drainage features southwest of the main house. 
Bickford also directed the cataloguing of artefacts recovered from these excavations and gave 
priority to the cataloguing of material phased to the 1788–1845 period (Bickford and Petrie 
1993: 6).  

Concurrent with Bickford’s work, Wendy Thorp conducted a larger cataloguing project that 
examined artefacts from the pre-1990 First Government House excavations, the underground 
areas of the Hyde Park Barracks excavation and the Mint excavation (Thorp & Campbell 
Consulting 1990, 1994).  

In 1992, as detailed plans were developed for the incorporation of the First Government House 
remains into a museum, some trenches from the 1983–1987 excavations were re-opened 
(Bickford pers. comm., September 2001). While it was agreed to preserve most of the structural 
remains of the site for perpetuity, these re-excavations were required for two viewing windows 
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over structural remains in the museum forecourt or ‘Commemorative Area’ and the museum 
foyer.  

Archaeologists Peter Tonkin, Robert Varman and Jane Lydon were independently commissioned 
to review the protected archaeological features of the First Government House site for their 
potential as interpretative devices in the new museum (Tonkin 1993, Varman 1993, 1994, c. 1994; 
Lydon c. 1994 and 1995). Tonkin (1992 and 1994) was also responsible for the physical 
consolidation of the two artefact assemblages (that from the 1983–1987 excavations and that 
from the 1990–1991 YRP excavations) into the new Resource Centre of the museum.  

In 1996, when the RTA undertook roadworks on the corner of Bridge and Phillip Streets, 
Godden Mackay Logan was commissioned to monitor the excavations (GML 1996a, 1996b). The 
inspected deposits in the area of the saloon in the main house comprised road surfaces, road base 
and disturbed fill. No remains of the First Government House were recovered, although the 
trenches were only 60–70 cm deep.   
 

 

Figure 2  
Archaeological remains of 
the FGH complex and 
adjacent guard house 
overlaid on the current 
street grid (approximate 
locations only). (P. Crook 
after M. Lewis 1845, 
Proudfoot et al. 1991: 5 and 
Bickford 1993a: fig. 5)  
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Summary of excavated structures  

During all phases of excavation, the foundations of the following structures were revealed (see 
Stocks 1988a: 4–5 and Bickford 1993a: 10–49 for further details). 

Main House: The rear portions of the house, including the rear rooms of Governor 
Phillip’s original six-room house, the south-western corner of Governor 
Macquarie’s saloon and Governor Darling’s southern extension. (FGH 1983–
87, Stages I–III) 

North Outbuilding: The northern part of a range of smaller outbuildings running north–south 
along the western side of the excavated site. This is the site of the kitchen 
and scullery, and the earliest privy. (FGH 1983–87, Stages II–IV)  

South Outbuilding: The southern part of a range of smaller outbuildings running north–south 
along the western side of the excavated site. This is the site of the printing 
press office, and later the bakery. (FGH 1983–87, Stages II–IV)  

Guard House: Outside the FGH compound, on the same alignment as FGH. Foundations 
showed the original structure and 1838 truncated building with yard. (YRP)  

Stables: A long diagonal building at the southern end of the site, lying under the Phillip 
Street terraces, what was Raphael Place and other modern buildings. The only 
evidence for the stables was revealed in the far east, in the bike parking area. 
(FGH 1983–87, Stages III–IV) 

Privies: Two known and one possible privy structures, including: 

– one at the northern end of the north outbuilding (squares 36R5–36R9; 
FGH 1983–87, Stages II–III);  

– one in a separate structure south of the south outbuilding (squares 6R8, 
6R8–6R10; FGH 1983–87, Stage IV); and  

– another structure revealed in Raphael Place that may be a privy or store 
(Feature 539; YRP). 

Drains: – 1788–1789 ‘agricultural’ box drain running west–east behind the main 
house and along the northern side of the north outbuilding.  

– c. 1797 Hunter brick-sided and stone capped box drain in the main site 
(running from the south of the main house, in front of the north 
outbuilding) and in YRP. 

– Brick-barrel drains c. 1800, including the drain leading from the printing 
press office in the south outbuilding; another section leading from the 
north outbuilding privy; and another section southwest of the South 
Outbuilding.  
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Drains cont’d – Another section of the brick-barrel drain system, built c. 1820s (Feature 
780, YRP). 

– Barrel and box drains around the main house, built by 1818. 

– Alterations to the drainage system by Governor Darling around the main 
building, the verandah extensions and the north outbuilding privy. 

– Undated sandstone bedrock drain, south of guard house yard wall (YRP). 

Post-FGH remains: – Tin Shed, including Boiler House 

– Young Street terraces 

– Phillip Street terraces 

– Some remains of road surfaces during period of Carter’s Yard and shops 

– Young Street drain 

– Roads and kerbs 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Outline of key architectural features from the First Government House site, known from historical 
and archaeological sources. (P. Crook after Lewis 1845, Proudfoot et al. 1991: 20 and Bickford 
1993a: figure 1) 
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RECOVERY OF STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS  

The total excavation of what we now know as the First Government House archaeological site 
was a multi-staged project, under the direction of the same archaeologist. Anne Bickford, trench 
supervisors and other archaeologists, who have written about the site, readily caution that the 
first four stages of excavation were run as rescue or salvage operations—directed and limited by 
the needs of the development. Stocks wrote in 1987: 

The excavations in Stages I–IV were very limited, their purpose being to determine the presence or 
absence of First Government House structures in various parts of the site. In an effort to find the extent 
of these buildings, only the outline of the walls and a glimpse of other associated features was seen. It 
was not possible to excavate entire rooms or to trace many structures that lay outside the investigation 
areas. The knowledge that a large percentage of the First Government House complex lay outside the 
boundaries made our discovered even more tantalizing and limited in scope… 

The…site stratigraphy should be viewed with caution and the phasing framework must be tested by 
future excavation and artefact analyses. (Stocks 1988a: 8) 

The remains underlying the main site have been preserved for posterity and one day may be 
reopened and excavated to complete the archaeological picture of the First Government House 
site. It is important to consider all work to date, and the results presented in this publication, as a 
work-in-progress. While considerable time was invested in the excavation of the main site, the 
excavation strategy can best be described as test-trenching for key structural features. While a 
vast artefact assemblage was recovered, other artefact-rich deposits still lie below the surface—
for example, the two small rubbish pits to the west of the outbuildings discovered near the 
conclusion of the 1983–87 excavations and so were not investigated (Proudfoot et. al 1991: 65). 
Other deposits, perhaps underfloor contexts, may also survive in areas unexcavated in the main 
site.  

Much more of the archaeological record in Young Street and Raphael Place was completely 
excavated, and only some remains were conserved in situ (Bickford 1993a: 16). The pressure and 
difficulties of development schedule is frequently cited throughout the report (e.g. Bickford 
1993a: 12, 16, 25, 31, 44) and in the case of Raphael Place North, Bickford wrote that: 

…the scope of the excavation was also naturally limited by the time constraints set by the Developer. 
There was little time for lengthy consideration of the deposits, and once the investigation was said to be 
completed the area up to the ‘Conservation Zone’ was immediately totally cut away. (Bickford 
1993a: 31) 
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RESEARCH DIRECTIONS FOR THE EAMC PROJECT 

The deposits associated with the construction of First Government House are the earliest 
archaeological remains of European occupation in Australia, dating to the year of first settlement: 
1788.  

The national significance of the First Government House archaeological site as a whole has been 
well established since 1983 when the Australian Archaeological Association wrote a Statement of 
Cultural Significance for the site (AAA 1983, see also Conybeare Morrison 1986 and HHT 1992).  

The structural remains of First Government House and its outbuildings provide inimitable physical 
evidence of the first permanent, official dwelling built in the fledgling colony of New South Wales. 
Intrinsically, these remains reveal details about the solutions sought to overcome the difficulties 
faced by the colonists in the new and untested environment, and at a broader level have sparked 
inquiries into other aspects of life in the colony at the time—Aboriginal contact, social distinction 
and the nature of governance. While these and greater levels of cultural significance are much 
agreed upon, the contribution of the artefact assemblages to an understanding of the site and 
colony is more difficult to ascertain.  

The level of site disturbance and time constraints placed on the excavation created a relatively 
small and incomplete assemblage that hampered the interpretative efforts of the archaeologists 
and artefact specialists working on all phases of the excavation (e.g. see Stocks 1988a: 81, Thorp 
1987: 4). With few intact domestic or work-related deposits and only a small portion of the 
house revealed during excavation, most of the research questions to be asked of the site concern 
building techniques and structural foundations. 

The most compelling avenues of inquiring regarding the First Government House site have been 
investigated in Proudfoot et al. Australia’s First Government House (1991). The book provides a 
historical overview of the site from 1788 to the late 1980s, focussing on its use as Australia’s First 
Government House from 1788 to 1845, and its subsequent demolition in 1845–1846. The authors 
sought to integrate history and archaeology by providing a detailed account of the archaeological 
excavations carried out on the site from 1982 to 1989, as well as showing how artefacts reveal 
aspects of the history of the site in conjunction with written and other archival sources. While it 
is limited to the earliest phases of excavation and was prepared before the first full catalogue of 
assemblage was undertaken, it remains the most comprehensive synthesis of the archaeology of 
the First Government House site to date.  

Given this excellent resource and factors of site disturbance and a restricted approach to 
excavation, the strategies for utilising the assemblage for large-scale analysis within the EAMC 
project are more limited than those at the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site and the Hyde 
Park Barracks. However, the exceptional cultural significance of the First Government House site 
dictates that even small contributions to the understanding of the site are considered important 
and worthy of further investigation.  
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Our approach concentrated on developing aspects of the second phases of excavation excluded 
from the 1991 publication, and pursuing issues or topics common to both excavations.  

In preparation for the analysis, the two databases of the FGH and YRP excavations were 
combined into one (see Crook et al. 2003). This basic dataset was embellished by entering 
context data from most stratigraphic units in both phases of excavation and artefact box numbers 
and undertaking some basic data management maintenance.3 This allowed us to examine for the 
first time the total number of artefacts from each phase of occupation on the First Government 
House site (see Figure 4). 

A small number of records were upgraded with weights, measures and additional descriptive 
information, however, the majority of the data used in this report is derived directly from the 
original catalogues. 

The discourse that follows is neither strictly chronological nor thematic. It is best considered 
topical in structure, addressing both issues arising from the assemblage analysis and historical 
resources.  

                                                      
3  Some artefact activity categories were reallocated to make them consistent across the two databases; conjoined 

artefacts recovered from separate contexts were allocated separate records and some artefacts found to be missing 
from the original databases were recorded. 
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F I R S T  G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E  S I T E :  A N  
H I S T O R I C A L - A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  P E R S P E C T I V E  

First Government House was one of the first4 permanent European buildings constructed in the 
colony of New South Wales and was the primary seat of Government in New South Wales from 
1788 to 1846. As described in the previous chapter, its remains reveal evidence of the early 
building techniques, provide glimpses into colonial life in the earliest decades of European 
settlement, and were the subject of a controversial historical-archaeological excavation in Sydney 
in the 1980s that shaped the course of archaeological management for the ensuing decade.  

So what actually happened at First Government House? The House and its outbuildings served as 
a private and public residence and office for the Governor and his family. It was both a public and 
private place. Many ‘domestic’ activities, such as eating and drinking, were regularly conducted as 
public affairs. Banquets and dinners catering for dozens of individuals were a regular occurrence 
on special occasions, such as the King’s birthday, the guest list grew over the years from nearly 
100 guests in 1811 to 500 in 1835 (Gillespie 1975: 45 and 96). Such events would not have been 
possible without the staff of servants employed and housed at Government House.  

The house was also an administrative centre. Government orders were read, reports were 
received, musters were held, and from 1795 to at least 1800 the government printer was housed 
there. At times the administrative affairs of the colony became too chaotic. In 1810, Governor 
Macquarie established a schedule to deal with such matters and in June 1811 he announced that 
‘petitions, memorials etc. mostly of a frivolous and unimportant nature would only be received on 
Mondays’ (HRA 7: 267, 542 in Hughes & HHT n. d.).  

Governor Macquarie and his predecessor, Governor Bligh, both went to great lengths to reclaim 
the privacy of Government House and the Governor’s Domain. Bligh had ‘ditched in’ the 
southern boundary of the Domain which had hitherto been freely accessed by the public, and he 
soon set about demolishing houses cluttering the rear of Government House. His Government 
Order of 23 July 1807 was uncompromising, stating that:  

the present occupiers are required and directed to quit possession of their said houses, taking away or 
disposing of their materials, the said grounds being wanted for Government purposes. (Sydney Gazette, 
26 July 1807)  

Governor Macquarie constructed a stone wall around the whole of the domain (eight-foot or 
2.13 m high is some sections), blocked off the carriageway to the west of Government House 
with a new guard house, and tirelessly pursued the eviction of the remaining lessees in the vicinity 
of the government domain: Mr Palmer with his windmill and Mr Riley with his bakery. Macquarie 
also issued a strict Government Order in October 1812 prohibiting all access to Government 

                                                      
4  The first stone-hewn house was built by Lieutenant Governor Ross; work commenced one month before the 

foundation stone of First Government House was laid (Broadbent 1997: 21). 
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Domain land, including the grazing of stray animals, the cutting of wood or shrubs, quarrying stone 
or digging loam (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 103). 

Complete privacy at Government House was not achieved until the Governor relinquished the 
prominent position on the crest of Bridge Street and the house was rebuilt deeper into the 
Domain in 1845, further separated from the centre of the colonial town. The new Government 
House was of course required for other reasons: the First Government House had never been in 
a state of good repair for any length of time. Until Governor Bourke’s term, prior to the final 
approval to rebuild Government House in 1837, all governors made substantial alterations or 
repairs to the house or grounds or both, excepting Governor Brisbane who made the Parramatta 
residence—where his observatory was established—the official Government House during his 
term.  

Of course, it is important to recall that maintaining the Government House at Port Jackson was 
not the only residence of the Governor and his staff. The Government House at Parramatta was 
built in c. 1799, providing summer accommodation for the governors5 (with the aforementioned 
exception of Governor Brisbane) and alternative accommodation when extensive repairs were 
being undertaken in Sydney. The Parramatta house stands today and has its own history of 
renovation and extension; Governor Macquarie’s ambitious extension of First Government House 
was matched by his remodelling of Government House, Parramatta. In addition to these two, the 
public works department maintained several other government houses in important towns across 
New South Wales, including those at Windsor (built in 1796) and Port Macquarie (built in 1821).  

WHO MADE THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD? 

The First Government House was built for the Governor by convicts. While the Governor, and 
at certain periods his family, may be considered the primary residents, there was an extensive 
staff that also occupied the house and its outbuildings to cook, clean and assist with clerical duties. 
Then there were the regular visitors and occasional guests.  

The archaeological record does not always reflect the historical perspective of importance with 
regard to persons and events. While First Government House was a place of many significant 
events and occurrences—declarations, the confinement of a despised Governor by a ‘Rebel 
government’, the ‘re-education’ of a young Aboriginal man—these events tend not to have a large 
impact on the archaeological record. The individuals most important to the process of the 
development and depletion (creation and destruction) of the archaeological record are often 
those who spent the least time on site, namely, the builders or maintenance workers. While they 
may not have been aware of it, a relatively small crew of men laying services for a temporary 
office building in 1912 could, and in the case of First Government House did, wipe out a large part 

                                                      
5 According to Broadbent (1992: 12), Governor Macquarie used the Parramatta residence during the winter 

months. 
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of an archaeological record accumulated over 130 years by hundreds of individuals who lived in, 
operated, serviced or mended the Governor’s residence.  

Indeed, the ongoing utilisation of the main part of site in the late 19th century, and the ongoing 
maintenance of roads and drainage channels on the outer margins of the site as it survives today, 
have had a significant impact on the archaeological resources left behind. More than 1,481 
(approximately 50%) contexts and 76,000 artefacts were brought in, or turned over, by 
construction workers in the 136 years following the demolition of the First Government House 
(see Figure 4 and Table 1). A number of early sites were notably disturbed by these processes.  

The archaeological record which did survive was complex enough to begin with. While there are 
more than 1,200 contexts and 60,500 artefacts that can be attributed to the First Government 
House period with confidence, few of these were uniquely associated with individual structures 
(see Figure 5 and Table 2) and only approximately 80 contexts can be considered occupation 
deposits, arising from activities other than construction or maintenance, and some of these were 
only tentatively attributed.  

While construction activities often leave behind a substantial archaeological resource—namely the 
footings—which may be closely dated to a known historical event, often the material used during 
building works is brought in from other sites. While many artefacts may be trapped in foundation 
trenches, or mixed with builder’s deposits then sealed by further construction, it is rarely possible 
to attribute those pieces to the people occupying the site.  

The material caught up in the First Government House drainage system is perhaps a different 
matter, because the entry points for each channel were on the grounds of First Government 
House. After 1812 when Macquarie secured the boundaries of the First Government House 
complex and walled-in the entire Domain, gaining occasional access to Government House would 
have been quite difficult and the likelihood of external refuse deposition can be ruled out—unless 
deliberately brought on site for in-filling purposes. Furthermore, even though material may have 
been discarded within the Governor’s residential complex, it was not necessarily used by the 
Governor. The fragments of local, European and Asian crockery, alcohol bottles, clay pipes and 
meat cuts that are most likely to have been used and discarded on site, may well have been used, 
and potentially even owned, by servants and assistants.  
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FGH Site 
Total Number 

of Artefacts

FGH
36.4%

Probably FGH
8.3%

Post-FGH
54.4%

Unstrat/Unid
0.9%

FGH
Probably FGH
Post-FGH
Unstrat/Unid

 

 
Figure 4  
Estimated total number^ of artefacts 
associated with the major phases of 
occupation. Less than half of the 
assemblage recovered from the First 
Government House site can be 
stratigraphically attributed to the house 
complex, its outbuildings and the guard 
house.  

 Fragments  Bags  
FGH 50,745 36.4% 7,007 32.3% 
Probably FGH 11,537 8.3% 2,218 10.2% 
Post-FGH 75,927 54.4% 12,150 56.1% 
Unstrat/Unid 1,236 0.9% 294 1.4% 
Total 139,445  21,669   

Table 1  
Sherds and fragments from the whole 
First Government House site, showing 
their attribution to the First 
Government House phase. 

FGH Site 
Total Number 

of Artefacts

Main House
4.3%

North Outbuilding
8.0%

South Outbuilding
2.7%

Guard House
51.6%

FGH: other areas
33.5%

Stables
0.0%

Main House

North Outbuilding

South Outbuilding
Stables

Guard House

FGH: other areas

 

Figure 5  
Total number^ of artefacts associated 
with the buildings in the First 
Government House phase of 
occupation. Within this group, relatively 
few artefacts were uniquely associated 
with individual structures—with the 
notable exception of the guard house. 
The remainder is attributed to other 
features clearly associated with First 
Government House occupation but not 
exclusive to a particular structure, such 
as drains, levelling fills, or the perimeter 
wall.  

 Fragments  Bags   
Main House 2,159 4.3% 255 3.6% 
North Outbuilding 4,054 8.0% 361 5.2% 
South Outbuilding 1,349 2.7% 147 2.1% 
Stables 22 0.0% 8 0.1% 
Guard House 26,162 51.6% 3,519 50.2% 
FGH: other areas 16,999 33.5% 2,717 38.8% 
Total 50,745  7,007   

Table 2  
Breakdown of the sherds and fragments 
from the First Government House 
phases of the site. 

^ These total figures are approximate only. Several post-FGH bags from YRP were bulk bagged and not quantified, and others were 
quantified in an irregular way, noting an approximated minimum vessel counts of 1 or 2 when there were several more in the bag. 
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‘A GOOD FOUNDATION’: BUILDING FIRST GOVERNMENT HOUSE, 1788 

The first residence on the site of First Government House was a prefabricated oil-cloth ‘portable 
house’ erected on 29 January 1788 for Governor Phillip immediately after the arrival of the British 
fleet in Sydney Cove. In the ensuing months, makeshift accommodation across the east and west 
sides of the cove was provided for 1000-odd new settlers along with barracks for marines, huts 
for convicts and, more importantly, wharfage and storehouses for the supplies brought with the 
fleet. Progress, however, was slow. The structures were all timber, varying in stability from the 
rough post-wattle-and-daub6 examples to the more substantial timber buildings such as the 
barracks, hospital and storehouses that Phillip intended to stand for ‘some years’ and which were 
encased with brick and stone when such materials became available (HRA I 1: 74 and HRNSW 
I: 124 in Bridges 1995: 12–13; Proudfoot et al. 1991: 41). While the timber at hand was described 
by David Collins as ‘flaky and rotten’ (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 41), a local source of lime had not yet 
been discovered and the business of brick-making had not yet been established—so timber huts it 
was.  

With the most urgent building projects completed or underway, Governor Phillip turned his 
attention to erecting a permanent structure to serve as his residence and an administrative centre 
of the colony: the First Government House. It was not the first design for a masonry structure in 
Sydney Cove—the first government storehouse was probably built of brick (Proudfoot et al. 
1991: 38) and Lieutenant-Governor Major Roger Ross had begun his stone-built cottage a month 
before (Broadbent 1997: 1)—but it was the first permanent official residence in the colony.  

On the 15 May 1788 Governor Phillip laid the first foundation stone along with an engraved 
copper foundation plate (recovered by workmen laying a telegraph cable tunnel in 1899, now 
held in the Mitchell Library), bearing the following transcript: 

His Excellency 
ARTHUR PHILLIP Esq. 

Governor in Chief  
and 

Captain General 
in and over the Territory of 

New South Wales, &c, &c, &c 
landed in this Cove, 

with the first Settlers of this Country, 
the 24th Day of January; 1788 
and on the 15th Day of May, 

in the same Year, being the 28th  
of the Reign of His present Majesty 

GEORGE the THIRD, 
the first of these stones was laid. 

                                                      
6  Posts were spaced out and infilled with a weave of twigs which would then be daubed over with clay, a technique 

known as ‘wattling’ (Bridges 1995: 13). 
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The house was nestled into the bedrock of the slope leading down to the east side of Sydney 
Cove. It was in an excellent position, overlooking the settlement and being prominently visible 
from all vantage points around the cove. 

The simple Georgian design—initially single-storey but soon expanded to include six rooms over 
two floors—was probably the work of convicts Henry Brewer and James Bloodworth (Proudfoot 
et al. 1991: 40, 55–56, Bridges 1995: 14–15). The stone foundations of the structure were carried 
up in brick and mortar made from imported lime, shellfish from nearby Darling Harbour, mud and 
clay. The majority of bricks recovered from the excavation are local examples, made in Brickfield 
Hill (near present-day Chinatown)—one even bearing the impression of a eucalyptus leaf 
(Proudfoot et al. 1991: 45). They are described as fragile.  
 

 

Figure 6  
Detail from ‘A direct 
North general View of 
Sydney Cove the chief 
British Settlement in 
New South Wales as it 
appeared in 1794 being 
the 7th Year from its 
Establishment. Painted 
immediatly [sic] from 
Nature by T. Watling’ 
(Dixson Galleries DG60, 
courtesy of the Dixson 
Galleries, State Library of 
NSW) 

 
 

 

LIVING RUINS: DECAY, EXTENSION AND REPAIR AT FIRST GOVERNMENT 
HOUSE  

Nine successive governors of the colony of New South Wales lived at First Government House 
from 1789 to 1845.  

Four of the governors substantially modified the building and surrounding structures while they 
lived there: Governor Hunter in 1794, Governor King in 1801, Governor Macquarie in 1811 and 
again in 1818 under the direction of Francis Greenway and finally, Governor Ralph Darling in the 
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period from 1827 to 1828 (for details see Proudfoot el 1991: 71–124, 126). While the majority of 
these renovations reflected the need to expand and improve the facilities, they were also often in 
response to the poor condition of the residence which in 1790 Governor Phillip expected to 
stand for ‘a great many years’ (HRNSW 1 [2]: 330 in Proudfoot et al. 1991: 44). 

By 1798, David Collins reported that the floor had given way (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 74). When 
the Kings arrived in the colony in 1799 they found that the shingle roof was decayed and indoor 
timber work had warped and split, declaring it ‘not habitable until new roofed, and the rotten 
door and window frames replaced’ (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 84). 

It is possible that these repairs were not undertaken or were perhaps only initiated as temporary 
measures, because in 1806, Governor Bligh wrote that:  

Government House and Offices wants new doors, windows, window shutters, lining and frames, 
shingling, flooring, whitewashing and plastering. All in so rotten a state, [it all] wants to be new… 
(Proudfoot et al. 1991: 89) 

In 1809, more repairs were needed to accommodate the next governor, Lachlan Macquarie, who 
assumed office on 1 January 1810, but the new coat of paint did little to satisfy the Lieutenant-
Colonel and his wife, Elizabeth. By October 1810 the government bricklayers had started work on 
a suite of rooms at the back of the house ‘to answer the purposes of a Drawing Room, an Office 
and a Family Bed Room’ (Broadbent 1997: 31). The new dining room or ‘Great Saloon’ (built 
behind Governor King’s large drawing room) was ready enough by June 1811 to accommodate 
the whole of the civil and military officers and ‘principal gentlemen of the colony’ at dinner 
amounting in all to 72 persons. The room was not fully completed until October 1812. In 
December the Macquaries ‘took possession of and Slept for the first time in their New Bed 
Room’ (Broadbent 1997: 31).  

Meanwhile, the unimproved offices and outbuildings of the remainder of the complex continued 
to age and deteriorate. In 1816, Governor Macquarie complained bitterly about the small, poorly-
planned offices which ‘now Exhibit a Most ruinous Mean Shabby Appearance’ (Proudfoot et al. 
1991: 99), and proposed erecting an entirely new building on a different site within the Domain, 
which he and Elizabeth had set about improving following their arrival in 1810. Despite the 
disapproval of the plan by Lord Bathurst, Macquarie proceeded with one element of the overall 
design: a stable and sleeping quarters designed by Francis Greenway (now the Conservatorium of 
Music). The foundation stone was laid in December 1817, but Macquarie was forced to abandon 
the idea of building a new Government House. In 1818, he commissioned another small extension 
to the First Government House which was completed by 1820. Remarkably, a carved sandstone 
lunette bearing a sunburst design from Macquarie’s east wing extension was recovered from the 
excavation (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 101–102). It is very similar to the one that appears in an 1836 
view of the House by Charles Rodius (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 96–97),  

The final phase of major modification to the house was undertaken by Governor Darling who 
chose to extend the existing dwelling rather than act on the permission granted to him to 
construct a new house—a major endeavour which would divert labour and materials from more 
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urgent public works throughout the colony. The additional rooms, stair case and passageways 
were built between June and November 1827, and First Government House took its final form. 

Five years later, in 1832, the succeeding Governor, Richard Bourke, disregarded Darling’s 
‘improvements’ and re-established the campaign to build a new Government House: 

…the present Government House in Sydney is a collection of Rooms built at different times by 
Successive Governors, and is in consequence not only extremely inconvenient and unsightly but in Such 
a bad state of repair, as to demand the immediate expenditure of a large Sum of Money to render it 
habitable and decent. The Roof and flooring are in many parts decayed and the bad Smells, which prevail 
in the principal Sitting Room, are not only Unpleasant but unwholesome. So bad indeed was the 
condition of this house Considered to be upon the close of Sir Thomas Brisbane’s Government, that 
Lord Bathurst authorized General Darling to commence building a New one immediately on his arrive 
here in 1826. This permission, as Your Lordship is aware, was not acted upon; and, Since that period, 
nothing has been done for the improvement, and but little towards the repair of the old house, and it 
has now reached that state of deterioration, in which it would be a waste of Money to expend any large 
Sum for its preservation. (State of Government House, Sydney, November 1832, HRA 16: 785) 

Designs were drawn up by the celebrated English architect, Edward Blore, but final approval was 
not awarded by the British Government until 1837, and the new house was not ready until 1845. 
In the meantime, only essential repairs were made to the ageing, original Government House. The 
most substantial of these were the construction of new privies in 1837 and the replacement of an 
outbuilding roof damaged by fire (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123). Despite some appreciation of the 
picturesque elements of the overgrown cottage and grounds (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 125), there 
was little sentimental attachment to the complex that so inconveniently disrupted the carriage of 
the city street grid to the wharves along what was soon to become Circular Quay.  

 

SUPERSESSION: THE DEMOLITION OF FIRST GOVERNMENT HOUSE, 1845–
1846 

While the first plans to demolish First Government House were implied by street extensions 
proposed in the 1830s, the final approval for demolition was not given until 1845. Its fate was 
largely determined by the proclamation of street extensions down to Circular Quay on 6 January 
1845 (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 124), but it was not condemned until Governor Gipps moved to the 
new Government House in June 18457 and options for the repair and use of the old house for 
public offices was considered by an appointed Board, including the Colonial Architect, Mortimer 
Lewis. Their findings, concluded in September 1845, are presented below. 

 

                                                      
7  It was reported that, during the move to the new Government House, ‘Hyde Park men’ (convict labourers) 

employed to carry Governor Gipps’s goods and chattels stole money and jewellery from him (Gillespie 1975: 130). 
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No. 1 Enclosure in Report of a Board of Survey 
15th September, 1845 

Report on the present state of the Old Government House, Sydney 

The premises comprising the Old Government House, Sydney consist of an incongruous mass of 
Buildings built at different periods, various rooms having been added to the original House erected at 
the Foundation of the Colony, to afford accommodation required from time to time, which being 
considered only as a temporary measure to answer the immediate wants until a plan could be 
determined upon for an edifice suitable to the rapid advancement which the Colony was found to be 
making; these additions have been consequently jumbled together of all sizes and heights, scarcely any 
two rooms placed upon the same level but erected just to fit the natural uneven surface of the Land or 
Rock upon which the original Building stands, which consisted on the Ground floor of an Entrance Hall 
having on the Western side two rooms adjoining for Offices, with Cellars under and Sleeping rooms 
over in the roof, and on the Eastern side a long narrow room answering either for a Reception Room, 
Dining Room, or room for meeting the Governor on public occasions, the whole being of small 
dimensions and very low in height; adjoining the rear of the latter room and communicating by two 
doors in each of which a step is placed in order to raise the floor to suit the ground (and forming 
stumbling blocks) one good room has been added with a Bow front of five windows, and measuring 50 
feet long by from 30 to 35 feet in width, and of proportionate height, and at each end of this room two 
other rooms and a closet have been added, one side being intended for a Housekeeper’s room, Servants 
Hall and Pantry, and which are placed upon the same level and have two Bedrooms over, the other side 
forms a Study, Breakfast Parlour, and Store room, approached from the outside by a private Entrance 
and small Hall, and communicating with the large rooms on the inside by two doorways having four 
steps to ascend in each to suit the rise of the Land and have also an inclined plane cut in the wall over to 
give head-way; above these latter rooms and the large room, rooms have been constructed in the roof 
for sleeping apartments, the weight of the partitions dividing the same, together with the Timbers of the 
old roof and pressing so heavily on the ceilings of the rooms below that the joists. Forming the floor of 
the Attics, and the ceiling of the rooms under, have sunk so much already and daily increasing, together 
with the separation of the partitions from the walls, that I am of opinion that any longer occupation of 
the building cannot be entertained without running the risk of serious consequences, and although the 
foundations of the walls are generally good, and some portions of the exterior walls sound and remain 
perpendicular, other portions have bulged both outwards and inwards, particular the front walls, the 
upper part from the sinking of the Attic floors, and the lower, being the wall of the old Reception room, 
by the pressure of the rafters forming the roof, there being no beams to the same, collar pieces having 
been substituted to give additional height, and iron stays have been placed under the Verandah at each 
pier between the windows to support the same, as also braces to the Verandah but what is now parting 
from the House; the outbuildings, consisting of Kitchen, Bakery, Servants cleaning rooms, privies &c are 
nearly all in a state of total dilapidation, and erected partly of Brick and partly weatherboards with 
common span roof and shingled (the only detached building being a detached Larder [indecipherable] 
built of [indecipherable] [(—) crossed out carefully]. 

To attempt repair to this building generally with a view to upholding it, would I am of opinion, cost as 
much as or more than the expense of rebuilding, and as it stands immediately in the way of the project 
new Streets and upon Land that will readily sell, it appears more advantageous to remove the whole, 
than attempt to hold up any portion of it. 

(Signed) Mortimer Wm Lewis  
Colol Archt 
1st August 1845 

(Source: Proudfoot et al. 1991: 129–131) 
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Figure 7  
Plan accompanying the 
‘Report on the Present 
state of the Old 
Government House’ 
prepared by M. Lewis on 
15 September 1845 for a 
Board of Survey. 
(SR NSW: Colonial 
Secretary, NRS 905 
[4/2727.2], courtesy of 
State Records NSW) 

 

Demolition began shortly after August 1845, but there are some conflicting reports regarding the 
length of time taken to demolish the whole complex. On 30 December 1845, the Sydney Morning 
Herald reported that the house had been dismantled: 

THE OLD DEMESNE. The old government house has been dismantled, and the materials are fast 
disappearing, in order to the laying out of the lands for sale for the continuation of streets down to the 
Circular Quay. A temporary wall has been run up around the buildings occupied as the Colonial 
Secretary’s and Surveyor-General’s Offices, but merely to show the line of street. In the first week of 
January, a new building is to be commenced for the Colonial Treasury, at the entrance of the new 
Government House road; and there will also be the guard house—as there must necessarily be a guard 
house at the entrance of the road, and the same will serve for the Treasury. (Sydney Morning Herald, 30 
December 1845, quoted in Gillespie 1975: 129) 

While it is clear that a large part of the complex had been dismantled, the Sydney Morning Herald’s 
report seems a little pre-emptive, as Mortimer Lewis had reported in March 1846 that only: 

…the whole of that portion comprising the original building, and the portion since erected that stood in 
way and interfered with the prolongation of Bridge Street, has been cleared away. (12 Mar 1846, letter 
to the Colonial Secretary, SR NSW 4/2717.2 in Proudfoot 1983: 79) 

In May 1846 he reported ‘that the Wing at the end nearest Macquarie Street has been since 
removed, and that Workmen are still engaged in taking down the remaining portion of the 
Building’ (8 May 1846, letter to the Colonial Secretary, SR NSW 4/2717.2 in Proudfoot 1983: 81). 
In July, George Paton wrote to the Colonial Secretary offering to purchase bricks from the house 
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at a rate of 5/- per thousand; and tenders were called for their sale in August. The cost of ‘pulling 
down Old Government House’ for the year of 1846 amounted to £307 (Proudfoot 1983: 81). 

So, while we cannot be certain in which month the last brick was tumbled and the last stone 
upturned, it was probably around mid-1846, eight to nine months after demolition commenced.8 
The length of time taken to demolish the complex is telling; there was after all 57 years worth of 
construction, expansion and maintenance to unravel. As Lewis’s letters to the Colonial Secretary 
indicate, the complex was demolished wing by wing, focusing on those elements that stood in the 
way of the development of the surrounding urban plan. It is unknown when the outbuildings were 
demolished, where the stock piles were, or which structure or wing—within the complex—was 
demolished last.  

It is known that the guard house, outside the walled First Government House complex, was not 
demolished until December 1847, two months after the move to the new guard house, 
completed in October (Annable 1992: 5). 

Interestingly, the two stages of demolition left different archaeological signatures. More artefacts 
were recovered from the guard house demolition layers than were found overlying the 
outbuildings and those parts of the main house revealed during excavation. The proportion of this 
assemblage that has been identified as building material is also greater than that for all the 
excavated First Government House compound buildings put together: 64.3% vs 27.5%.9 It is 
possible that the Public Works demolition team, working over the eight or nine months, was 
more thorough than contractors who had just a month to clear away the guard house and so left 
proportionately more behind. The period of time over which each site was left dismantled and 
abandoned may also account for the difference, as individuals may have made use of remnant 
bricks and stones left behind. It may also be a result of the fact that other major projects in the 
vicinity needed the rubble in 1845–1846 when First Government House was dismantled, but not 
in December 1847 when the guard house was demolished.  

Speculations aside, the demolition layers across the site played a significant role in defining the 
overall stratigraphy. In many areas, the demolition rubble seals the remains of First Government 
House below. Above this, in the vicinity of the main site, silty layers had washed in after the site 
was abandoned and left open to the elements. As development proceeded, bit by bit with the 
municipal council storage shed (built by 1865), the Phillip Street terraces (1867), and the Young 
Street terraces (1874), demolition rubble was levelled, additional fill was brought in and other 
pockets of rubble fill were dug through to lay services and foundations.  

                                                      
8  Proudfoot has argued that the demolition took over a year to complete on the basis of a claim on 10 August 1846 

for ‘Female Servants cleaning and taking care of Govt House after Gipps’ departure’ (AO 4/7217.2 in Proudfoot 
1983: 79).  

9 This relationship is not likely to be a product of the different collecting and cataloguing strategies of both excavation 
phases and artefact identification projects. If it were, the result should be reversed, given that the first stages of 
excavation has been criticised for the excessive quantity of building materials retrieved from the site (Thorp & 
Campbell Conservation 1994: 22). Even though some of this material was culled by Thorp and Campbell 
Conservation, quantity counts and weights were recorded prior to the discard, as evidenced by the records 
themselves.  
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Figure 8 Quantity (left) and percentage (right) of sherds in key activity groups recovered 
from the demolition layers of the guard house and First Government House 
complex, respectively.  

 Demolition Total Percentage 

Guard House 4,583 26,162 17.5% 

Other FGH structures 5,545 24,583 22.6% 

Total 10,128 50,745  

Table 3 Percentage of sherds recovered from the demolition layers of the guard house 
and other structures in the First Government House complex, relative to the 
total quantity of sherds. 
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Figure 9 The First Government House site on the corner of Phillip and Bridge Streets, 1899, showing 
tramlines. (SR NSW: Government Printing Office, NRS 4481 [Aperture Card No. 463], courtesy of 
State Records NSW) 
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T H E  ‘ L I T T L E  O F F I C E ’ :  A U S T R A L I A ’ S  F I R S T  
A N D  S E C O N D  P R I N T I N G  O F F I C E S  

In addition to accommodating governors of New South Wales and their families, the First 
Government House complex also housed a range of government offices, including the 
government printer. Archaeological evidence suggests that the south outbuilding was the home of 
the government printing press from 1795 or 1805, and for the printing of Australia’s first 
newspaper, The Sydney Gazette, between 1803 and about 1810 (Blair 1985, Proudfoot et al. 1991: 
74–92). 

In 1795, David Collins reported the establishment of the first government printing office, by 
Governor Hunter, in ‘a small apartment’ at Government House (Collins 1975 [1802]: 364).  

A printing press had been brought out among the cargo of the First Fleet but, with no trained 
operator, it lay in storage until 1795 when Governor Hunter found a convict printer, George 
Hughes, to begin work. His first orders were mostly official documents, such as Government 
Standing Orders, but other printed matter, such as playbills, were also produced. The machine 
was a wooden screw-press and came to Sydney Cove with a limited range of typeface (two 
Roman and two Italic sets). Ink was produced on the premises from pounded charcoal mixed with 
fat, oils (whale, fish or shark oil) and resins from native trees (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 75).  

In 1800, Governor King replaced George Hughes with a more experienced printer, George 
Howe, who was also a convict. In March 1803, the first edition of The Sydney Gazette began and 
was printed with the worn and incomplete typeface set brought out in 1788 (Proudfoot et al. 
1991: 75). Governor King ordered a new set of type, which arrived in June 1804, and in 1805 King 
built a brick printing office somewhere in the grounds of Government House—thought to have 
been either near the corner of present-day Phillip and Bent Streets (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 77), 
further west on O’Connell Street or the south outbuilding in the First Government House 
complex (Stocks 1988a: 55–65).  

Several historical sources offer conflicting accounts of the location of the printing office prior to 
and after 1805. A plan of the town of Sydney (Ashton & Waterson 2000: 14–15), drawn by visiting 
Frenchman Charles Lesueur in September 1802 shows the ‘Government printing press and works 
for the Sydney Gazette’ on the corner of O’Connell and Bent Streets—over six months prior to 
the release of the first edition, and at time when the press should have been in a ‘small apartment’ 
at Government House. From 20 July 1806, several notices in the Gazette refer readers to George 
Howe or ‘the Printer of this Paper, at the back of the Commissary’s Office’ (Sydney Gazette 10 
Aug. 1806: 3rd p). The Commissary Office was west of the First Government House complex and 
backed onto Bent Street, near the corner of O’Connell Street. From June 1807, Howe directed 
correspondence to ‘No. 4 Upper Pitt’s Row’ (now O’Connell Street; see notice about a lost 
watch, 21 June 1807) suggesting that he operated an independent office from at least 1806, and 
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possibly from the first run of the Gazette, even while the press resided at Government House in 
the brick-built structure.10 

In 1825, George Howe’s son and apprentice, Robert, recounted the story of the uprising against 
Governor Bligh in January 1808. Robert was 13-years-old and was working in the printing office 
when troops stormed in looking for Governor Bligh who could not be found in the grounds of 
Government House to be deposed. Robert recalled how Lieutenant Laycock fell through the loft 
of the ‘little printing office which was attached as an appendage to Government House’ 
(Proudfoot et al. 1991: 78).  

There is strong archaeological evidence to suggest that this ‘little office’ with a loft was in fact the 
south outbuilding.11 Here, 39 pieces of the 52 fragments of printer’s type excavated from across 
the FGH compound were recovered from within a barrel-drain that ran through the footings of 
the eastern wall of the outbuilding, just inside the northern wall. The drain was backfilled and 
sealed with demolition debris, probably dating to the later conversion of the office into a bakery 
in the late 1820s. The barrel opened into a trough within the outbuilding and it was probably here 
that sinks or wash stands in the building allowed the printers to wash the type, which is how 
these small precious items found their way into the drain.  

The recovery of the printer’s type was one of the most exciting finds during the 1983–1987 
excavations, but the later excavations in Young Street and Raphael Place, turned up more than 
double their number: 110 complete, near complete or substantial fragments, in addition to 164 
miniscule fragments (that resemble breadcrumbs). Of these, 221 were recovered from the guard 
house, built in c. 1812 after the press was reportedly moved from Government House and pre-
guard house levels (see Table 4 and Figure 10). The large number and the greater fragmentation 
of the type are easily explained. They are probably fragments carried along in the drainage system 
west to the vicinity of Young Street and may be the result of clean-outs from the drainage system. 
The fill would have been reworked and levelled to accommodate the construction of the guard 
house. The high number of minuscule fragments (which were only recovered in and around the 
guard house) support the fact that this was not an area of primary deposition.  

This large number of lost type represents a far greater percentage of the printer’s press set which 
initially numbered an estimated 200 pieces. This careless handling may have been the result of 
using untrained and unwilling convict labour. It may also reflect the limits of the workplace. 
Lighting may have been poor, or if the space was shared as speculated by Proudfoot et al. 
(1991: 80), printing staff may have been pressured to work quickly during set times to complete 
their work.  

 

                                                      
10  Proudfoot et al. (1991: 78) have stated that Howe moved the office of the Gazette to rented premises in Lower 

George Street prior to 1810 when Governor Macquarie arrived, and that the government printing office continued 
to operate in the small office built by Governor King. 

11 Proudfoot et al. (1991: 77) are ambivalent about whether the south outbuilding housed the 1795 apartment or 
Governor King’s 1805 brick printing office, stating that the latter is thought to have been in Phillip Street, near Bent 
Street, to the south of the excavated site.  
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Building Code Fragment Near Complete Complete Miniscule fragment Total 

South Outbuilding  4 2  6 

South Outbuilding drain  10 29  39 

North Outbuilding drain   1  1 

Other FGH fills 2 15 8  25 

Pre-Guard House 24 16  60 100 

Guard House (c. 1812) 13 12 2 94 121 

Post-1845/Unstrat 3 12 9  24 

Total 42 69 51 154 316 

Table 4  Fragments of printer’s type recovered from across the First Government House site. 

 

Figure 10 Distribution of printing type across the First Government House site showing the concentration of 
complete or near complete type in the printing office itself, the south outbuilding and drain. The 
minuscule fragments which resemble small breadcrumbs are presented on a separate axis to prevent 
skewing of the dominant pattern of type. 
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A T  T H E  G O V E R N O R ’ S  T A B L E  

Dining was an important aspect of life in First Government House. Here, governors entertained 
visiting dignitaries, foreign explorers, select members of their core staff, their native friends: 
Arabanoo, Colbee and Bennelong, or the whole force of the colony’s elite on the most special 
occasions. The guest list for the King’s Birthday ball and supper in 1835 comprised nearly 500 
individuals and a temporary supper room was erected to stage the event (The Herald, 1 June 1835 
in Gillespie 1975: 96). In this context of vice-regal responsibility, the selection, range and size of a 
durable and presentable dinner and glassware service demanded far more attention than an 
ordinary domestic acquisition.  

While we might suppose that the serviceability of dinnerwares was an important symbol of the 
development of the colony as a whole, the first governors had more pressing concerns: supplying, 
hunting and growing the food to put on the plates. The provision of tablewares was the 
responsibility of each individual governor, rather than the colonial administration. It is widely 
known that military men in the late-18th- and early-19th-centuries travelled from station to 
station with their own services (Sussman 2000: 46), and it is probable that naval officers—and the 
first four governors before Governor Macquarie were experienced naval officers—were 
accustomed to similar practices.  

It is unknown how sophisticated were the wares Governor Phillip brought with him on the First 
Fleet, and the archaeological record of those first five years is too fragmentary to enable us to 
determine the services of each governor. From the few drainage deposits thought to predate 
180012, there are just 24 sherds of creamware (banded and plain), four sherds of oriental 
porcelain, one sherd of blue transfer-printed earthenware and one sherd of blue shell edgeware. 
Whether these represent the goods and chattels of governors Phillip (1788–1792), Hunter (1795–
1800) or the interim governors Grose (1792–1794) and Paterson (1794–1795), we simply do not 
know. Little can be said of Governor Bligh’s (1806–1808) service owing to a lack of deposits that 
may be securely dated to his occupation. One governor for whom his table can be discussed with 
greater accuracy, is Governor King (1800–1806) who brought to the colony nearly 1,000 vessels 
of table- and glassware ordered from Josiah Spode, one of the most prominent potters and supply 
houses in England. Sherds of Spode ware were found across the First Government House site and 
it is likely that at least of these belong to Governor King’s service.  

                                                      
12  16R4: 03, 24R6: 11, 38R16: 08, 38R16: 08, 10a, 20, 38R16: 14, 38R16: 20, 38R16: 21, 38R5–38R6: 09, 

38R6–38R9: 25a, 40R12: 11, 40R14: 17, 40R16: 15, 40R8: 06, Y-N: 1084, Y-N: 1092, Y-N: 1096. See 
artefacts: FGH09417, FGH09419, FGH10364, FGH10385, FGH10386, FGH10387, FGH10389, FGH10391, 
FGH10407, FGH10410, FGH10411, FGH10497, YRP5764, FGH10628, FGH10646, FGH11023 and FGH12110. 
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GOVERNOR KING’S SPODE  

Tucked away in the research files in the Resource Centre of the Museum of Sydney, is a three-
page order for crockery, glassware, kitchen wares and bedroom sets placed by Governor King 
with Josiah Spode of London in August 1798. The document was discovered by Joy Hughes among 
King’s private papers in the lead-up to the opening of the museum, several years after the 
excavations on the site. 

The order had been placed three months after King had been awarded a dormant commission for 
the position of Governor of New South Wales, and almost two years since King and his family 
had left the small colony on Norfolk Island.  

King had been a captain of the First Fleet and commander of the first settlement at Norfolk Island. 
After a brief visit to London in the winter of 1790–91, during which he married Anna Josepha 
Coombes, he returned to the island in November 1791 to assume the position of Lieutenant-
Governor. He returned home to England in 1796 owing to a debilitating spell of gout. While his 
health recovered, his financial situation worsened. Having had only a small salary and personal 
capital worth no more than £1,500, King considered retiring to a farm in the West Country 
(Shaw 1967).   

 

Figure 11  Philip Gidley and Anna Josepha King, and their children Elizabeth, Anna Maria and Philip Parker. 
(Robert Dighton, 1799; ML 1244, courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW)  
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On 1 May 1798, he was awarded the commission to succeed Governor Hunter in the event of 
the latter's death or absence from the colony, and the King family made preparations to the 
return to Sydney Cove. Difficulties with HMS Porpoise delayed the journey and they did not reach 
the colony until April 1800, but by this time, King was carrying a dispatch to recall Governor 
Hunter. Most of their goods, packed on another ship, arrived in November of that year 
(Copeland 1999: 29–30). The delay in the arrival of their household effects was of little 
consequence given that the family were unable to move into Government House until September, 
as Hunter was reluctant to relinquish his position to King.   
 

 

Figure 12 Governor King’s order of tablewares from Josiah Spode, 6 August 1798. (ML C189 King Papers, 
courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW)  
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Govr King  
Bought of Josiah Spode13 
 

 London Augt 6th 1798 

Blue Line 

2 Large [probably 20”] dishes [platter] 
2 [perhaps 19”] dishes 
2 [probably 18”] dishes 
4 [probably 16”] dishes 
4 [probably 14”] dishes 
4 [probably 12”] dishes 
4 [probably 10”] dishes  
24 Soup plates 
72 flatt [sic] plates 
24 Small plates 
2 Soup Tureens and stand 
4 Sauce Tureens Complete 
2 Salad dishes 
4 Baking dishes 
2 Fish drainers 
2 Vegetable dishes 
4 Square dishes & covers 6.6.0 
 ditto repeated 6.6.0 
 
Best Queens Ware 
2 Large [probably 20”] dishes [platter] 
2 [perhaps 19”] dishes 
2 [probably 18”] dishes 
4 [probably 16”] dishes 
4 [probably 14”] dishes 
4 [probably 12”] dishes 
4 [probably 10”] dishes  
24 Soup plates 
72 flatt [sic] plates 
24 Small plates 
2 Soup Tureens and stand 
4 Sauce Tureens Complete 
2 Salads 
4 Baking dishes 
2 Fish drainers 
2 Vegetable dishes 
4 Oval dishes & covers 4.4.0 
 

[Other]  
1 Queens Ware Egg Stand 0.2.0 
12 Cups extra for Egg Stand 0.1.9 
12 Cups & 12 saucers 0.1.0 
2 Large Fruit basket & Stands 1.0.0 
8 Small Fruit basket & Stands 0.0.0 
3 Mustard pots & stands 0.0.6 
4 Bowls & stands 0.3.0 
12 [2nd size] Bowls & stands 0.3.0 
24 [3rd size] Bowls & stands 0.3.0 
6 [4th size] Bowls & stands 0.0.6 
6 Wash-hand bowls 0.4.0 
6 Water ewers 0.4.0 
12 Chamber pots 0.8.0 
1  Large oval Black teapot 0.3.6 
1 medium oval Black teapot 0.3.0 
1 small oval Black teapot 0.2.6 
2 Sugar boxes oval Black  0.5.0 
4 Milk Ewers [oval?] Black 0.4.6 
1 fine Stone Imaged Jug 0.2.0 
1 Brown line Jug 0.2.3 
1 Small Brown line Jug 
1 Stone Composition Jug 0.4.6 
1 small Stone Composition Jug 
1 Coloured Jug 0.1.2 
1 small Coloured Jug 
1 Coloured Mug 0.1.2 
1 small Coloured Mug 
1 China Pattern Jug/Mug(?) 0.2.0 
1 small China Pattern Jug/Mug(?) 0.1.0 
3 Garden pots & Stands Green tops 0.7.6 
2 small Garden pots & Stands 0.4.0 
12 Breakfast cups & Saucers Blue Sprig 0.7.6 
12 Tea cups & saucers Blue Sprig 0.6.6 
12 Standard Tea Cups & Saucers  

Basket Work 0.8.0 
 

 

1 Toy sett [sic] Blue & White 0.1.6 
1 Toy sett [sic] Blue & Gold 0.6.0 
4 Slops Bowls to match cups & Saucrs 0.2.6 
4 Sugar basons 0.2.0 
14 pans - part Cover'd 0.9.2 
12 Striped dishes in Sizes 0.6.8 
2 Candle Shades mounted with  

Mahogany Stands and Brass  
Furniture 1.10.0 

2 Eye baths 0.0.10 
8 quart plain ring Decanters 1.4.0 
4 pint plain ring Decanters 0.9.0 
1 Water Caroffe 0.3.0 
12 plain Goblets 0.8.6 
12 Ribbed Goblets 0.8.6 
12 bordered Goblets 0.10.0 
72 plain Wine Glasses 1.13.0 
12 plain Ale Glasses 0.6.6 
12 plain Punch Goblets 0.5.6 
2 Butter tubs & Stands 0.6.0 
2 Glass Mustard pots 0.1.2 
6 Glass Salts 0.8.0 
18 Blue finger Glasses 1.2.6 
24 plain Tumblers 0.15.6 
12 Glass Custard Cups 0.8.0 
 
Blue Line 

1 Centre piece for desert 
8 Compotiers 
18 plates open work Edge 1.10.0 
 
3 Hhds & 1 box 1.13.0 
 
[Total] 36.14.8 

                                                      
13 This list is based on a transcription by Joy Hughes held in the Museum of Sydney ‘Governors: King’ folder. All 

abbreviations have been completed in full and other details surmised. This includes lines marked ‘ditto’ for repeated 
terms, and those marked ‘less’ for sizes—either smaller than the size listed above, or smaller than the ‘standard’ 
size if no specific size was listed. The size of dishes (i.e. platters) was surmised from what is considered to be the 
standard content of a dinner service at that time. Miller (1991: 11) notes that platters ranged in size from 10 to 20 
inches, which in regular (two-inch) intervals comprises six sizes. However, seven sizes are listed and it was 
speculated that it would be more likely to have two extra-large platters, perhaps a 19-inch one, rather than four 
smaller-sized platters.  
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The Spode order was a considerable one. King ordered two dinner services of ‘Blue Line’, a 
service of ‘Best Queens Ware’, sprigged and other tea vessels and numerous additional vessels, 
such as teacups and teapots, chamber pots, wash basins and jugs, garden pots, egg stands, mustard 
pots and the list goes on. (The entire invoice is transcribed on p. 40.) 

The range of wares would have allowed Governor King to hold parties for dinner, tea or 
breakfast. Together the three full services comprised 18 dozen dinner plates (the ‘flatt plates’), six 
dozen soup plates and six dozen entrée plates (the small plates). The order of six dozen plain 
wine glasses suggests that King was planning to cater for no more than 72 individuals, and 
probably more commonly in settings of 48, requiring only the Blue Line service.14 To serve the 
courses were 78 platters, six soup tureens, 12 sauce tureens, six salad dishes, six fish drainers, six 
vegetable dishes and 12 covered dished (eight square, four oval). The 46 bowls ‘and stands’ in four 
sizes were probably also intended for table service.15 There was also a dessert service in Blue Line 
with eight compotiers and 18 ‘open work edge’ plates.  

Four dozen cup-and-saucer sets were ordered: 12 presumably in Queensware (cost: 1s 9d), one 
dozen ‘breakfast cups’ (also known as ‘Irish’-sized cups) in blue sprig (7s 6d), another blue-sprig 
dozen, possibly the smaller, ‘London’ size (6s 6d) and another dozen, ‘standard’ sized in ‘Basket 
work decoration’ (8s). There were three teapots of different size, two sugar boxes and four milk 
jugs in the sought-after black basalt fabric, along with four slop bowls ‘to match Cups & Sauc[e]rs’ 
(into which the dregs of tea leaves from cups was poured) and four sugar basins.  

Altogether, the invoice lists an extraordinary 934 individual items of ceramic and glass serving 
wares and other household items. The size of service is large compared with other, published 
invoices from the English potteries of the period (e.g. see Whiter 1978: App III, Coysh & 
Henrywood 1997: 107–108; see also Godden 1969: 93–95, 151–153)16. However, those available 
make for a limited comparison, as they appear to be smaller invoices, embellishing existing 
services in smaller increments given the ongoing access to the market—a luxury King certainly did 
not have once he set sail for New South Wales. While the service was certainly far more 
extensive than that acquired by an average middle-class English gentleman, the order may best be 
described as a modest one, befitting a colonial governor in a distant outpost, soon-to-be 
responsible for large-scale, vice-regal entertaining.  

It is important to note that the selected fabrics—a minimally decorated creamware service, with 
some more expensive black-basalt teawares—were inexpensive compared to highly decorated 

                                                      
14  It is unclear why 216 dinner plates—three per person when catering for 72—were required. Two per person may 

have been required for each course following entrée, but three cannot be so easily accounted for. It is possible that 
part of the order was to be used at other residences of the Governor, and/or that a portion of them was set aside 
in case of breakage. 

15  These ‘stands’ for bowls were probably oversized saucers, rather than raised platforms that often accompanied 
tureens or other more elaborate serving wares (Alasdair Brooks pers. comm.). Alternately, the ‘bowls and stands’ 
may represent over-sized tea-bowl and saucers (see Miller 1991:15), or perhaps hygiene-related articles, given their 
placement just above wash-hand bowls, water ewers and chamber pots, in the invoice. 

16  This brief review is limited to invoices presented in published works. No original sources—mostly archived in the 
English potteries—other than the King invoice were cited.  
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continental porcelains. It was not bone china, the latest ceramic innovation to please the middle-
class market, perfected by Josiah Spode I in 1796, nor was it transfer-printed, a technique first 
used on earthenware in 1784, again by Spode, and quite popular, in the chinoiserie fashion, by the 
turn of the century (Copeland 1997: 7). Further, while the range of vessels is extensive, there 
were other more-specialised vessels available, such as cress dishes and asparagus servers, spoon 
trays, bottle holders and ice pails (see Godden 1969: 93–95). King may well have already owned 
some of these vessels, perhaps in porcelain, silver or pewter; they may have been outside his 
financial reach; or he may have determined that colonial Sydney was not quite ready for such 
extravagance. King’s salary was to be £1000 per annum, but as noted he had not been receiving a 
full and regular income since leaving Norfolk Island, and £36 was an appropriately modest outlay.  

Of course, when King headed out to New South Wales to become Governor, he had first-hand 
experience of life in the colony. So did his wife, but it was the first time that the colony had 
experienced a Governor’s Lady. In the absence of detailed information about the domestic 
accoutrements brought by other governors, it is too difficult to speculate that these two factors 
influenced the order of King’s extensive service and thorough preparation for large-scale 
entertaining. As a Governor, he was admired for his manners and diplomacy,17 and was presented 
a dessert service of Sévres china in gratitude for his kind treatment of the French scientific 
expedition led by Nicholas Baudin who visited Port Jackson in 1802 (Proudfoot et al. 1991: 88–
89).   
 

 

Figure 13  
One of the two black basalt sherds 
recovered from the site (YRP6211). 
This was probably the base of a tea-
serving vessel, probably a teapot or 
sugar basin. It was recovered from a 
thick layer of yellow clay above a 
barrel drain, near the guard house 
and pre-dates 1810. (P. Crook 
2002) 

 

                                                      
17  While well respected by his superiors and visiting dignitaries, he like most governors attracted criticism from 

powerful figures in the colony such as Colonel Paterson and Joseph Holt (Shaw 1967: 60–1).  
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Figure 14  
Oval sauce tureen in 
creamware, impressed 
‘3’ (YRP6089). (P. Crook 
2002) 

 
So what of the ordered service has survived to the present? Creamware is certainly one of the 
few wares that survived on site in a wide range of service vessels (see Table 7). There were about 
1,400 fragments of creamware recovered from First Government House-period contexts, the 
largest concentration (39%, 581 sherds) being in the levelling fills laid down prior to the 
construction of the guard house in c. 1812. Another 169 were attributed to the occupation of the 
guard house. All told, the 1,400 fragments represent a conservative minimum number of 49 
vessels.  

While it cannot be assumed all 49 vessels belonged to Governor King or were derived from the 
1798 order, it is very likely that some of the archaeological examples represent a portion of the 
270 items of Queensware purchased in London. 

Six of these vessels are stamped ‘SPODE’.18 While this number seems small, not all pieces would 
have been stamped (in the year 1798, Josiah Spode II had only just taken over from his father and 
was beginning to implement a policy of more consistent stamping) and many small stamped 
fragments may not have survived in the archaeological record.  

Several of the vessel forms identified in the creamware assemblage recovered from First 
Government House deposits (excluding demolition) correspond with items in the order. Most of 
the key elements of a regular dinner service are represented: plates, tureens, serving dishes and 
strainers (see Table 5 and Table 6). In fact, the creamware assemblage represents more functions 
than any other ceramic type recovered on site (see Table 7 and Figure 17). 

 

                                                      
18  There were two stamped ‘WEDGWOOD’ from post-FGH periods of occupation (YRP6084 and YRP6085). 
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Figure 15 Examples of creamware plates and dishes recovered from the site (YRP0001, YRP0064, YRP0456 and 
YRP6087). Some of these may have formed part of King’s extensive ‘Best Queens Ware’ dinner 
service. (P. Crook 2002) 

 

Figure 16  
Detail of the ‘SPODE’ 
manufacturer’s mark on a 
creamware plate (YRP6086). 
(P. Crook 2002) 
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Type of Vessel Minimum No. Vessels Type of Vessel Minimum No. Vessels 

Dinner plate 4  Vegetable dish? 1 

Supper plate 2  Serving dish misc 10 

Plate unidentified/questionable 7  Tea cup 2 

Bowl 3  Tea pot? 1 

Tureen 6  Egg cup? 1 

Serving dish 15" 1  Jug 2 

Serving dish oval 1  Unidentified  5 

Serving dish stand? 1  Chamber pot 1 

Strainer 1  Total 49 

Table 5 Minimum number of creamware vessels. 
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Bowl [not specified] 26 1 27 19 Tea Tea Cup 3  3 2

 Bowl? 3  3 3  Tea Cup/Mug  1 1 

Plate Large 3  3 3  Tea Pot 1  1 

 Medium 8 5 13 3  Possible Tea Pot 38  38 3

 Medium–Large 4  4 1 Jug [handle] 3  3 3

 Small 5 1 6 5  Possible jug 1  1 

 [not specified] 161 6 167 33 Unidentified Unidentified 991  991  

 Plate?  25 13 38 10  
Soup bowl or 
Serving dish 2  2  

Serving Dish Tureen 16  16 11  Bowl or jar 1  1 

 Vegetable? 1  1 1 Pharmaceutical Chamber Pot 2  2 2

 Oval 10  10 2  Unidentified 2  2 

 Deep 22  22 4 Total  1338 27 1365  

 Shallow 2  2 2 

 Small 2  2 1 

 Strainer 2  2 2 

 Stand? 1  1 1 

 [not specified] 3  3 3 

Table 6  
Fragments of creamware recovered from First 
Government House-period deposits in both YRP 
and the main site (excluding demolition fills). 
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No. functions represented, by ceramic type
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Figure 17 Number of vessel functions per ceramic type. 

 

Type 
Total  
sherds 

No.  
functions 

 
Type 

Total  
sherds 

No.  
functions  

Annular Ware 15 2  Moulded 7 1 

Banded 2 2  Mulberry Transfer Print 3 1 

Banded Creamware 34 4  Multiglaze 5 1 

Black Transfer Print 2 1  Oriental Porcelain 264 5 

Blue Flow Transfer Print 22 1  Pearlware 49 5 

Blue Transfer Print 564 7  Porcelain 31 5 

Brown Transfer Print 3 1  Various Hp Eware  18 1 

Creamware 1103 19  Purple Transfer Print 10 1 

Edgeware 33 2  Single-Glaze White 46 2 

Fine Stoneware - Black Bodied 10 2  Slipped 3 1 

Gilded 2 2  Unglazed 10 1 

Green Transfer Print 59 7  White Earthenware 60 3 

Grey Transfer Print 2 1  White Salt Glazed FSW 5 1 

Handpainted Oriental Porcelain 31 3  Other, Misc Deco 6 2 

Ironstone 29 1  Unidentified Decoration 12 1 

Lead Glazed 247 2  Total 2,889 — 

Moccho 4 1     

Table 7  Comparison of all ceramic types recovered from First Government House-period deposits in both 
YRP and the main site (excluding demolition fills), showing the total number of sherds or fragments 
and the number of functions represented among each group.  
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What is quite curious about the dominance of creamware on the site is the lack of ‘Blue Line’ 
which King had ordered in duplicate, along with a dessert service, comprising 350 vessels 
altogether. While other items listed in the order, such as the black-basalt tea vessels (see Figure 
13), have been recovered from the site, no blue-banded creamwares have been identified in the 
assemblage.  

‘Blue Line’, Pattern 103, is not listed in the Spode pattern book, but Robert Copeland surmises 
that it was probably similar to another known creamware service with simple bands around the 
rim and marly (see Copeland 1999: 31, 33). If this is correct, Blue Line is probably similar to an 
olive–brown banded creamware service that was found in the construction trench fill for, and 
later inspection pits into, the box drain attributed to the Hunter period (FGH09417, FGH09419, 
FGH09413–4, FGH09538), and the demolition or robbing of the perimeter wall (see Figure 18). A 
minimum number of 13 vessels of olive–brown banded creamware were recovered, all from the 
main First Government House site.  

  

Figure 18 Olive-brown banded creamware. Based on available comparisons, it is likely that ‘Blue Line’, ordered 
by Governor King from Spode, was quite similar in appearance. 

Two very small fragments of olive–brown banded creamware show signs of blue glaze and 
staining; and otherwise vary in shades from olive to brown. The earliest experiments in 
underglaze colouring at Spode have been noted to be ‘somewhat brown’ owing to the 
Staffordshire potters’ yet-to-be-perfected knowledge of the impact in under-glaze colours 
submitted to great heat (Hayden 1909: 273). Thus, there is a small possibility—speculative, of 
course—that the brown-banded creamware was intended to be, or once was, blue.  

That the sherds appear in a drain that has been dated to the Hunter period is not greatly 
problematic. While of course is it possible that Governor Hunter had a similar service, the 
presence of sherds in the construction trench fill for the drain might be better explained by the 
disturbance enacted from later inspection pits which also contained examples of the ware.  

Even if these small fragments do represent Blue Line they are outnumbered by creamware (49 to 
13). Was the Blue Line service well kept and maintained, and the creamware used for daily use? 
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Was it left behind when King returned home in 1808, for other governors to break and discard 
over a longer time period? Did successive governors also bring their own creamware, possibly 
Spode, and it’s not King’s after all?  

Unfortunately, the archaeological record is not sufficiently stratified at First Government House 
to answer these questions conclusively. However, teamed together with the detailed historical 
record of the Governor’s material culture, it is possible to speculate. 

 

THE TENDRIL PATTERN: FINE DINING AND THE MACQUARIES? 

Another dominant pattern surviving in multiple vessel forms was a distinct tendril pattern, 
identified by the cataloguers as being manufactured by Benjamin Adams between the years 1809 
and 1820, as described by A W Coysh (1972). The fragments recovered from the First 
Government House site differ slightly from Coysh’s example which was footless and impressed ‘B. 
ADAMS’. None of the First Government House examples have the impressed ‘ADAMS’ mark 
although one was printed ‘H’ (YRP6155), another three were printed ‘3’ (YRP5925, YRP6154, 
YRP6156). At least one example in the collection has a vestigial foot (YRP6133) rather than being 
footless and the pattern here is slightly different. The central, stylised flower recovered from First 
Government House was not contained within a circular band and contains less detail. The border 
on all examples in the First Government House collection is also different, with an additional 
narrow tendril border within the dark blue band.  

It may well be that this plate is a later derivation of the original Benjamin Adams plate, and is, 
therefore, closer to 1820 than 1809 in date. Alternatively, this particular set may have been made 
by another manufacturer. Only two small fragments were found in contexts pre-dating 1811, but 
in both cases there are concerns of later disturbance.  

If it is accepted that these vessels were made by Adams, their manufacture coincides with the 
administration of Governor Macquarie (1810–1821), and it is most plausible that the set belonged 
to him, or his successor, Thomas Brisbane (1821–1825). It also coincides with the expansion of 
the small colony, and it is tempting to see this shift in the selection of the governor’s tablewares 
from the austere and plain to the fashionable and ornamental blue transfer print, as a reflection of 
the growing sophistication of colonial dining practices and New South Wales society in general. 
To what extent such comparisons may be extended to the conscious intentions of either 
governor is debatable. The trend fits neatly with Governor Macquarie’s and his wife Elizabeth’s 
personal ambitions for the colony, and if they were purchased by the Macquaries following his 
commission, as the Kings had done, they represent an interesting and very contemporary choice 
in the latest style.  
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Figure 19 Tendril-pattern plate (YRP5925). (P. Crook 
2003)  

Figure 20 Tendril-pattern teacup (YRP6142). 
(P. Crook 2003)  
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Soup bowl   2  1 3 

Plate 3 10 7 10 4 34 

Plate?    15  15 

Serving Dish   4  1 5 

Tureen   1  1 2 

Tea cup    1  1 

Unidentified 4 4 1 12 17 38 

Total 7 14 15 38 24 98 

Table 8 Tendril pattern ceramics by Function, as found in 
the temporal phases of the site. 
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T H E  G O V E R N O R ’ S  G U A R D  H O U S E  

The Governor’s guard house, adjacent to the main First Government House complex was 
excavated in 1991 as part of the Young Street and Raphael Place excavations. Consequently, it 
was not considered in the extensive historical research that forms part of Australia’s First 
Government House (1991). Unlike the main First Government House complex, little historical 
information survives about the adjoining guard house. It was rarely the subject of detailed 
description, sketching or measured drawing, so the excavators had few historical resources to 
work with when investigating the remains of the structure underlying present-day Young Street. 
The excavation was reported in a brief document which focussed on the history of the 
construction and demolition of the guard house (Bickford 1993a). Further review of the 
excavation report and Rosemary Annable’s historical research (1992) revealed a significant 
alteration made to the structure in 1838, the details of which are described below.  

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GOVERNOR’S GUARD 

The ‘Governor’s Body Guard’ was established by Governor King in 1802 to accompany him while 
travelling and when in Sydney to deal with ‘other emergencies where horsemen [were] required’. 
Controversially, King used ‘conditionally and provisionally’ pardoned convicts, rather than military 
men. When formed, the Guard comprised Lieutenant George Bellaris (a ‘gentleman convict’ who 
killed his opponent in a duel) and five other convicts (HRA 5: 22–23, 25, 26 in Hughes & HHT 
n. d.).  

Over the next eight years, two other troopers were added to the Guard and in 1807, a ‘guard 
house’ was situated to the northwest of the First Government House complex, in what was to 
become Macquarie Place. It is unknown whether this was a facility specifically for the Governor’s 
Guard, or one shared with the General Guard.  

The Governor’s guard house underlying Young Street is listed among public works carried out by 
Governor Macquarie from 1810 to 1821, along with a ‘Commodious Main Guard House’ (on the 
corner of George Street and Charlotte Place on the western side of the cove) and a barrack with 
stable and garden for the Governor’s Guard of Light Horse (on the site of the Mitchell Library, 
later the School of Industry; Macquarie to Bathurst, 27 July 1822 in HRA 10: 684–5).  

In April 1810, three months into his term as Governor, Macquarie wrote to Secretary 
Castlereagh, requesting permission to expand the eight-trooper guard to comprise one sergeant, 
one corporal and 12 private troopers—all men ‘borne on the strength of the 73rd regiment’, not 
convicts (HRA 7: 350 in Hughes & HHT n. d.). Castlereagh was surprised to learn that the Guard 
existed at all, and instructed Macquarie to disband it (HRA 7: 365 in Hughes & HHT n. d.). 
Macquarie replied in protest that the Guard performed vital duties and had done so for eight 
years, reinstated his request to expand the Guard, insisted that the cost of expansion would be 
negligible and advised that he would maintain the Guard as is, until he received a response (HRA 7: 
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612–613 in Hughes & HHT n. d.). In November 1811, Macquarie was still arguing with the Home 
Office, this time to the Earl of Liverpool; and as late as June 1813, Macquarie was attempting to 
justify to Earl Bathurst the quarterly charge of £25 for the Governor’s Body Guard in the Public 
Accounts (HRA 7: 495–6, 712 in Hughes & HHT n. d.).  

The prolonged contestation, from 1810 to 1813, is curious given that pictorial evidence dated to 
1812 confirms that Macquarie had already built a guard house for the very troopers he had been 
directed to disband (see Figure 21). This new structure replaced the c. 1807 guard house that 
stood in way of the planned Macquarie Place triangle, and was built across the carriageway that 
led to the wharf and stores on Farm Cove. The obstruction of this carriageway was part of an 
overall strategy of securing a buffer around Government House and formalising its western and 
southern boundaries.  

 

Figure 21 The first known depiction of the guard house adjacent to the main Government House complex. 
(Detail from a ‘View of Part of Sydney, the Capital of New South Wales, taken from Dawes Point’, 
drawn by J Eyers, engraved by W Preston and published by Absalom West on 30 November 1812, 
from Views of New South Wales, First Series in 1813, plate 10, F81/20, courtesy of the Dixson Library, 
State Library of NSW).  

Bickford (1993: 54) argues that the guard house may have been built in 1810 when several 
buildings in the vicinity of Government House were moved to make way for Macquarie Place.19 

No official documentation of the design and construction of the building, the payment of 
labourers or purchase of supplies has been identified (Annable 1992: 4). Like the later c. 1818 
extensions to Government House, the stables (begun 1817) and so many other Macquarie public 
buildings, design and construction began before approval had been granted, and sometimes before 
it was sought. In the case of the guard house, while Macquarie probably had the authority to 

                                                      
19  The obelisk and fountain were finally erected in Macquarie Place in 1818. 
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construct what was a fairly small structure without recourse to the Home Office, the outlay for a 
facility required by a troop that should have been disbanded suggests a deliberate strategy to 
conceal the construction of the building among other public projects.  

It is important to note that while the guard house is annexed and clearly associated with the First 
Government House, it is not actually part of the complex of house and outbuildings.  

In the first depictions of the guard house by Absalom West in 1812 and 1813 you can just make 
out some of the form and architectural details of the building—a six-column verandah and a large 
arched doorway, flanked by three windows a side (see Figure 21 and Figure 22). Similar details can 
also be made out in later townscapes drawn from the east cove, including one by Captain James 
Wallis, of the 46th Regiment, c. 1815–1817 (Figure 23) and others dating to the 1820s depict 
troopers marching up and down the approach (see c. 1820 view from Bunkers Hill, Figure 24). 
Closer-range views of the guard house are not available. By the time the guard house was built, 
the trees along the northwestern boundary of First Government House had matured. In the 
1810s and 1820s, views of Government House within its setting favoured vantage points in the 
Domain or Farm Cove, obscuring the view of the guard house (and outbuildings for that matter; 
e.g. see McCormick 1987: plates 111 and 112).  

 

 

Figure 22 Looking east along Bridge Street. Detail from ‘View of Part of Sydney’ published by Absalom West on 
4 June 1813 from Views of New South Wales, Additional Series, 1814 (plate 18). (F81/21, courtesy of the 
Dixson Library, State Library of NSW)  
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Figure 23 Details from ‘A view of the Cove & Part of Sydney New South Wales. Taken from Dawes Battery’, 
engraved by W. Preston from an original drawing by Captain Wallis, 46th Regiment, 1815–1817. 
(James Wallis, Historical Account of the Colony of NSW, London 1821, Dixson Library F82/28, courtesy 
of the Dixson Library, State Library of NSW) 

  

Figure 24 Details from c. 1820 view from Bunkers Hill showing uniformed guards in the approach to guard 
house (‘View of Government domain & part of Sydney taken from Bunker’s Hill N.S. Wales’, unsigned 
watercolour by Richard Read, senior. NLA PIC R6369 LOC 2308; by permission of the National 
Library of Australia).  

 
Other primary documents provide more detailed information about the guard house. An 1828 
plan of Macquarie Place (Figure 26) provides the first reliable outline of the building’s floor plan 
(see also Figure 30, Figure 31 and Figure 32). It was then a long, thin building facing Bridge Street, 
on the same alignment as Government House, positioned at an angle, rather than perpendicular 
to the First Government House perimeter wall, and importantly stretching from the perimeter 
wall to the boundary of the Colonial Secretary’s Office.  

John Carmichael’s view of ‘Sydney from the Domain Near Government House’, published in 1829, 
provides the only detailed depiction of the guard house, in the foreground of the official 
residences down Bridge Street. While only part of the structure is depicted, the engraving 
provides several important details, particularly the height of the verandah, built about 1 m above 
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the approach (using the guards as a human scale) which itself rises fairly steeply from Bridge 
Street. While it is difficult to confirm, it also appears that there is a doorway behind the guards 
sitting on the verandah, not another window, so it may be that there was a central doorway, plus 
two others leading off the verandah. The gabled roof appears to be shingled and it generally has 
the appearance of the other c. 1812 Macquarie guard house on the western side of the cove.  
 

  

Figure 25 The western half of the guard house, adjacent to the Colonial Secretary’s 
Office (later the Colonial Secretary’s House), depicted in a detail from ‘Sydney from 
The Domain Near Government House’ drawn and engraved by J Carmichael, Plate 
no. 3 of Select views of Sydney, New South Wales, J. Carmichael, Sydney, 1829 (NLA 
PIC S2784 LOC 2316; by permission of the National Library of Australia)  

Figure 26 Plan of Macquarie Place, 
1828 (P. Crook after Broadbent 
1997: 45)  

 
By 1833, the Guard was under financial attack from the Home Office again. With salaries and 
clothing for the Guard nearing £400 per annum, Governor Bourke was instructed to disband the 
troop on 28 March 1833 (HRA 17: 61–62 in Hughes & HHT n.d.). On 28 October 1834, having 
received no confirmation of its abolition, the Home Office again instructed Bourke to disband the 
Guard (HRA 17: 563 in Hughes & HHT n.d.). Bourke was rebuked again on 10 March 1835 when 
it was discovered that he had simply renamed the Guard the ‘Mounted Orderlies’ and proceeded 
to spend even more on their maintenance (HRA 17: 696 in Hughes & HHT n.d.). By 1835, the 
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Home Office ‘regretted’ that their instructions had not been carried out and requested that if the 
guard must continue, they must be placed ‘in every respect on the same footing as the Mounted 
Police’ (HRA 18: 186 in Hughes & HHT n.d.). In the mid-1840s, the ‘Mounted Orderlies’ were 
amalgamated with the Mounted Police and were disbanded in 1860 (Stanley 1986: 58).   
 

 

Figure 27  
Plan of the guard house 
footings, as excavated in 1990–
1991. (P. Crook after Bickford 
1993a: Fig. 5) 

 

INSIDE THE GUARD HOUSE 

The excavation report prepared by Anne Bickford in 1993 discusses each component of the guard 
house, as it was recovered in each trench. The front room and approach were in Trench YA, the 
rear rooms in YB and the yard in YC. The discussion of the guard house focuses on its 
construction and occupation, with some reference to the substantial disturbance in the area, but 
there is no direct discussion of its demolition or possible truncation.20 The structure is described 

                                                      
20 An earlier reference in the ‘Brief History of the Site’ reported that the guard house was demolished in 1845 

(Bickford 1993: 2), which is incorrect. It was demolished in 1847 (see ‘Supersession: the Demolition of First 
Government House, 1845–1846’). 
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as having a long, narrow front room, three rear rooms divided by a long thin room, ‘probably a 
corridor’ (Bickford 1993a: 14; see Figure 27 and Figure 28).  

During excavation, several features in the rear rooms of the guard house were described as an 
‘extension’ to the long, narrow front room (see for example, Context Sheets for YA: 0511)—
probably owing to the sequence of wall construction. The southern-most wall (YA 816)21 forming 
the external east–west back wall, was built first and the western north–south interior walls 
(YA 827 and YA 877) were butted onto it. The fireplaces (YA 830) in the eastern and middle 
rooms were keyed into wall YA 816. Unfortunately, most other corner points in the foundations 
were destroyed by a drain installed in Young Street in the 1850s and later services, so it is not 
possible to identify how the walls of the front room fit into the sequence of construction—which 
would provide more conclusive evidence of possible extension.  

All considered, it is unlikely that these foundation courses represent an extended structure as 
speculated by some in the field. While the butting of internal walls is suggestive, the 2.4 m by 12–
15 m ‘front room’ is an unlikely size for an original structure and the pitch of the roof as shown in 
many views is consistently not steep enough for a 2.5 m structure. In fact, this ‘room’ is much 
more likely to be the verandah. This is supported by the fact that an open drain (YA 154; probably 
a drip line) ran along the northern side of wall YA 243 and the base of steps was also revealed 
adjacent to wall YA 243. While it is possible a drain ran under a timber verandah, the steps, 
obviously, could not. 

This is also supported by the fact that a group of flat-lying sandstone slabs and bricks were 
recovered among mortar lenses dating to the 1830s, thought to be associated with a doorway or 
foundation supports for steps, and not in the vicinity of where one might expect the central steps 
to the verandah to be placed.  

One uncertainty remains, however: why was the verandah given such substantial, stone 
foundations? The most probable cause is the height of the verandah, about 1 m off ground level in 
1828. Wall YA 243 was excavated to a depth of 50 cm, representing the lowest courses of the 
foundations (see Elevation of the northern face of wall 243, 17/6/90, M O’Hea; and Profile M–M, 
A Powell, 16/6/90). The excavators also noted that the stonework on both faces of the wall was 
regularly faced, suggesting a structural element likely to be seen.  

Of the remaining three rear rooms, separated by a ‘corridor’, it is unlikely that this was the 
original layout. Given the historical evidence for truncation in 1838, it is more likely that the 
eastern foundation wall of the ‘corridor’—butted to the southern wall—actually represents the 
rebuilt external wall of the newly-shaped structure (see discussion below). Thus, the original 
layout comprised three rooms, the central room—into which the arched doorway would have 
opened—being slightly larger than the other two.  

 

                                                      
21 In the report, this was mistakenly typed as ‘877’ (Bickford 1993: 14), which is a north–south ‘interior’ wall.  
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Conjectural: archaeological remains not excavated.22  

Figure 28 Floor plan of the guard house as interpreted in 1990–1991 (after Bickford 1993a: 10–15). 

 
While this re-interpreted layout cannot be confirmed without the excavation of the foundations 
under the western kerb of Young Street, it fits better with the available historical evidence. Firstly, 
all depictions of the guard house show a wide central arch, flanked by at least four windows and 
possibly two additional smaller doorways or larger windows. Having established that the long 
front room is the verandah, the internal ‘corridor’ would have run through the archway23, and a 
three-room arrangement with a larger central room fits this pattern visible from historical views 

                                                      
22  The configuration of the verandah as presented here was not discussed in the original report. Given that the front 

space was interpreted as a ‘room’, the verandah would have been considered an addition to the north. 
23 Evidence for a doorway at the southern end of the corridor noted by Bickford (1993: 14) could not be identified 

among the context sheets and archaeological drawings reviewed by the EAMC team. 
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better. This model also explains the different depths to which foundation walls YB 827 and 
YB 877 were laid, the latter being deeper—to be expected of a load-bearing external wall (Plan 
88.1—87.1).   
 

Before truncation: c. 1812–1838 
(Verandah columns and position and size 
of archways, windows and doorways 
derived from historical plans, particularly 
Wallis 1815–1817; room depth derived 
from foundations; length of building, 
conjectural based on rough comparative 
measurements from available plans, i.e. 
around 15 m, defined by assumption that 
the room arrangement was symmetrical, 
therefore the western-most room should 
be as wide as the eastern-most. No 
images of the rear of the house survive 
to determine the location of doors and 
windows on the rear, southern face.) 

Conjectural: archaeological 
remains not excavated 

13..9 m 
 (45 ft) 

6.2 m 
(20 ft) 

2.95 m 
(9.5 ft) 

 
Line of foundations originally 
thought to be internal dividing wall 

Figure 29 Revised interpretation of the floor plan of the guard house, before truncation. (See Figure 35 for 
post-1838) 

 

A PASSAGE THROUGH THE GUARD HOUSE: TRUNCATION, 1838 

In 1838 when repairs were being made to the Colonial Secretary’s Office, the Colonial Architect 
wrote to the Secretary requesting permission to allow ‘a passage to be conducted through the 
present guard house’ (Annable 1992: 4). Using the side wall of the Colonial Secretary’s outbuilding 
to form a new street, they planned to reinstate part of the passageway to the jetty on Farm Cove 
blocked off by Macquarie in c. 1812. The Colonial Architect promised ‘that the alteration which 
will become necessary in the guard house, can be easily effected without occasioning any material 
inconvenience’ (SR NSW 4/2391.9 Colonial Secretary from Colonial Architect 1838 in Annable 
1992: 4). For 1838, £24.13.3 is allocated to repairs of the ‘Guard House, near Government 
House’ (SR NSW Blue books for 1838 4/270 Public Works p. 65 in Annable 1992: 6) indicating 
that the alterations necessary for this passageway were carried out. 

Returning to the Macquarie Place plan dated to 1828 (see Figure 26), we can derive rough 
measurements for the guard house by comparing it with the adjacent buildings. The guard house 
is depicted as being approximately the same length as, but half the width of, the adjacent Colonial 
Secretary’s Office, which was 50 by 24 feet, or around 15 by 8 m. This suggests that the guard 
house was around 15 by 4 m. While the width may be exaggeratedly narrow, the length is 
probably correct.  
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Figure 30  
C. Cartwright’s ‘Plan of Governor’s 
Demense Land, Surveyed in the year 
1816’, showing the guard house in red, 
marked ‘G. House’. Curiously, the 
guard house is not correctly depicted 
in relation to the approach or the 
Bridge Street allotments which 
stretched back behind the guard 
house. This is probably because the 
alterations to Macquarie Place had not 
yet been completed. (Courtesy of the 
Mitchell Library, State Library of 
NSW)  

 

Figure 31  
‘A Sketch of the Town of 
Sydney’, c. 1821 (ML ZM4 
811.16/1821/1, courtesy of the 
Mitchell Library, State Library 
of NSW).  
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Figure 32  
Alignment of the guard house 
as depicted in Harper’s ‘Plan of 
the Allotments of Ground in 
Sydney’, c. 1823. (P. Crook, 
after SR NSW: Surveyor 
General; NRS 13859 [SZ469], 
courtesy of State Records 
NSW) 

  

Figure 33 Detail from ‘Plotting of a Survey shewing 
[sic] the continuation of Phillip, Elizabeth & Castlereagh 
Streets’, L. Gordon, 1842. (P. Crook after SR NSW: 
Surveyor General NRS 13589 [Map M5550], courtesy 
of State Records NSW)  

Figure 34 Detail from ‘Levels of Macquarie, Phillip, 
Elizabeth and Castlereagh Streets’, T. Townsend, 1845. 
(P. Crook after SR NSW: Surveyor General NRS 
13589 [Map 5679], courtesy of State Records NSW) 
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Because the structure continued under the western kerb of Young Street, the full length could 
not be determined during excavation, but the surviving remains confirm that the guard house was 
at least 12 m long.  

In all other plans of the guard house, it is depicted as a long narrow structure, in alignment with 
First Government House and always stretching from the boundary of First Government House in 
the east, to the boundary of the Colonial Secretary’s Office to the west (see Figure 30, Figure 31 
and Figure 32).   

However, in the two detailed drawings of the guard house, made by government surveyors in the 
1840s, we see a structure approximately half the length of the Colonial Secretary’s Office and 
showing a passageway along side the guard house.  

The structure depicted in Gordon’s 1842 and Townsend’s 1845 surveys is squarish, roughly 7.5 by 
8 m (again based on the known measurements of adjacent buildings), not the long, thin 15 by 4 m 
plan depicted in 1828 (see Figure 34, c.f. Figure 26).24 While there are some inconsistencies 
between each surveyor’s depiction of First Government House, particularly when compared with 
Mortimer Lewis’s detailed 1845 plan (Figure 7)25, they both concur on the size and squat shape of 
the now truncated guard house. But how does this compare with the archaeological evidence? 

Having established that the guard house was significantly altered in 1838, a better explanation for 
the archaeological foundations becomes apparent.  

While, as previously discussed, the surviving foundations revealed evidence of a structure more 
than 12 m long, they also included a questionable internal wall (YB 877), deeper than the other 
internal wall YB 827 and butted rather than keyed into the southern wall YB 816 (see Figure 27). 
Its position—approximately through the centre of the guard house—also misfits the pictorial 
evidence for a wide, arched doorway in the northern elevation.  

It is far more likely that this stone foundation was the base for a new external wall, rather than an 
(original or modified) internal wall.  

Below is a revised interpretation of the floor plan of the original guard house, based on the 
approximate location of windows and doors in all historical images and the assumption that the 
building was 45 foot long. (Internal doors are not indicated.)  

                                                      
24 Note that Townsend draws the verandah separately, Gordon does not seem to depict the guard house verandah at 

all (although the First Government House verandah is represented as a series of columns). 
25 The two plans differ in their representation of the layout of Government House and its outbuildings. The primary 

reason being that both surveys were for the purpose of planning the new street grid rather than preparing a 
detailed architectural plan of First Government House and its associated structures. Gordon’s 1842 plan is far less 
detailed, each structure being represented in block form to present the approximate location of each structure. 
Townsend, on the other hand, recorded details of bevelling and the portico of the Colonial Secretary’s Office and 
Macquarie’s saloon. Aside from these minor distinctions, Gordon depicts the First Government House outbuilding 
complex and three separate structures, Townsend depicts them as part of one range of buildings, much more alike 
to Mortimer Lewis’s detailed plan prepared in 1845, prior to demolition. Unfortunately, the guard house was not 
included in Lewis’s detailed drawing of the First Government House complex.  
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We propose that the original layout comprised three rooms—the central room (into which the 
arched doorway would have opened) being slightly larger than the other two. When the building 
was truncated, the central room was narrowed and the western room lost altogether. 
Consequently, the wall that appeared to be an internal division marking the corridor is re-
interpreted as the new, external wall foundation laid in 1838. 

13..9 m 
 (45 ft) 

6.2 m 
(20 ft) 

2.95 m 
(9.5 ft) 

 

Figure 35  
Revised interpretation of the floor 
plan of the guard house. 

Verandah columns and position and size 
of archways, windows and doorways 
derived from historical plans, particularly 
Wallis 1815–1817; room depth derived 
from foundations; length of building, 
conjectural based on rough comparative 
measurements from available plans, i.e. 
around 15 m, defined by assumption that 
the room arrangement was symmetrical, 
therefore the western-most room should 
be as wide as the eastern-most. No 
images of the rear of the guard house 
survive to determine the location of 
doors and windows on the rear, 
southern face. 

 
 

Conjectural: archaeological 
remains not excavated  

 
Before truncation:  
c. 1812–1838 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After truncation:  

1838–1847 
8..9 m 

 (27.5 ft) 

6.2 m 
(20 ft) 

2.95 m 
(9.5 ft) 

 
 

Line of foundations originally 
thought to be internal dividing wall 

 
It is probable that the remaining foundations to the west of this wall were simply covered over 
after the brick wall (and possibly upper levels of the foundation course) were removed to make 
way for the passageway.26 If the long, front ‘room’ is indeed a verandah, it may be that no 
additional foundation wall was constructed to support the verandah wall and the columns were 
simply relocated. Either way, any evidence left behind after the complete demolition of the 

                                                      
26 No road surface was revealed, probably owing to significant disturbance of the Young Street drain, and the fact that 

much of the area that would be road was concealed under the Young Street west kerb.  
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structure was significantly disturbed in this area by the Young Street drain (a large, rubble 
backfilled pit covers the area where foundation walls or postholes for the columns would have 
been aligned).  

In addition, there are several unusual non-structural deposits that are better explained by the 
semi-demolition of the guard house. In journals and context sheets, the trench supervisors in this 
area made reference to building debris found in underfloor spaces of the guard house that could 
not be identified and conclusively attributed to construction or demolition. Deposits clearly 
identified as ‘guard house occupation’ were recorded as overlying, not abutting, foundation 
courses.  

The primary group of deposits associated with the guard house, recovered from the northern 
approach (including YA: 194, the ‘major’ deposit ‘almost certainly derived from the guard house, 
cleaning, repairing’; see context sheet)—were interchangeably described as household refuse and 
building debris (in contrast to the rear of the guard house which was ‘kept fairly clean’, see 
Bickford 1993a: 11). One deposit, YA: 220 was associated with re-roofing the guard house, owing 
to the triangular-sectioned mortar pointing recovered from it and it was noted that the probable 
base for the building’s steps (YA: 159) were found amidst these construction–refuse deposits. 
During excavation, the deposits were clearly associated with demolition of the guard house, but it 
was noted that it could not be ‘the final demolition of the guard house’, perhaps associated with 
an extension.  

In the rear yard, a surface was made of broken tiles. Re-examination of the historical plans 
suggests that the yard may have been created when the passageway was put through the guard 
house (c.f. Figure 31 and Figure 34 or Figure 35), the broken tile yard surface, created from the 
dismantled half-roof or more probably the whole roof27 makes much more sense: the broken roof 
tile was used to create the surface of the new yard and the bricks from the building were 
probably also used in the new boundary wall.  

                                                      
27 Either the entire building was re-roofed in shingles rather than tiles and/or the whole roof was removed at once. 
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D I S C U S S I O N  

As with all previous phases of investigation at the First Government House site the three studies 
presented above—printing office, tablewares and guard house—rely heavily on documentary 
evidence. Historical milestones shaped the phasing of the construction sequences revealed during 
the 1983–1992 excavations, and even the artefacts which are unmistakably associated with First 
Government House (such as the sandstone lunette of Governor Macquarie’s c. 1818 extensions) 
were dependent on historical records to tease out their significance. Given that Governor Phillip’s 
1788 foundation plate—the primary physical evidence with which to identify this important 
place—was removed from the site in 1899, were it not for the paintings, engravings, 
correspondence and surveyor’s plans, the archaeological remains on the corner of Bridge and 
Phillip Streets would be little more than another complex of colonial building foundations in want 
of mortar. 

The dominance of historical narrative in interpretations of the site of the First Government 
House site has drawn criticism in the past. Judy Birmingham (1990: 13–14) found fault with the 
publication Australia’s First Government House for its failure to integrate history and archaeology in 
a meaningful way, using the physical remains as mere illustrations of textual or graphic sources 
traced to the occupation of each governor. Birmingham presented this criticism as an example of 
the generally inadequate methodology of urban Australian historical-archaeological projects in 
which archaeological data is overwhelmed by historical data.  

However, at the site of First Government House site, the data sets are unevenly matched. Here 
we have much more than the intermittent occupant’s name in a postal directory and a coloured 
outline on a city services map. Not only is there a scaled drawing of the complex in its final years, 
and earlier sketches indicating room usage, the House appears in dozens of views, its occupants 
and families are well known from published biographies and their views and opinions of the House 
itself are preserved in the official records of the government of New South Wales. Pitted against 
this is an archaeological record complicated by decades of extension and renovation, heavily 
disturbed by late 19th and 20th century development, and investigated under the limitations of a 
rescue excavation.  

Despite these hindrances, the available historical and archaeological evidence has been utilised to 
make genuine contributions to the history of the site. The printer’s type, for example, not only 
revealed the location of the first printing office, but it also suggests a high degree of wastage 
during a time of resource scarcity.  

In other cases, the overlap between history and archaeology was insufficient and, for example, 
could only tentatively contribute to our understanding of the personal possessions of the 
governors. Even with independent historical records of purchases made and specific styles of 
tableware with manufacturer’s marks, the archaeological data are rarely precise enough to link to 
a particular governor to an assemblage of tableware with a high degree of confidence. While the 
available evidence allows for plenty of discussion, in the end, we can legitimately only speculate 
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about the unrecorded histories of the site: the visionary, ambitious and spendthrift Governor and 
Mrs Macquarie embracing the fashionable and ornamental over the plain reliable services of the 
less-affluent Kings.  

In other cases, finding the intersection between history and archaeology—such as the cost of the 
alterations to the guard house and the demolition–occupation fills found during excavation—
forces us to pursue new lines of inquiry and shift the focus onto subjects that otherwise may 
never be recognised as elements of the greater pattern of the city’s development.  

The First Government House site is a place of exceptional cultural significance. The discovery of 
the archaeological remnants of this troublesome vice-regal complex was the catalyst for several 
advances in the urban evolution of the Sydney CBD: it was a boon to the heritage protection 
movement, it sparked a resurgent interest in the foundations of colonial government and gave the 
city of Sydney a new museum.  

Since the excavation, historical-archaeological investigations have contributed to our 
understanding of the House, the governors who lived there and the colony they shaped. It is 
remarkable that after two decades it still is possible to learn more about this important site, 
despite the difficulties posed by site disturbance and a high-pressure excavation. While, on their 
own, the analyses presented in this publication comprise only a small component of the total 
story of the site, they demonstrate the importance of both preserving and returning to the 
archives of Sydney’s archaeological heritage. 
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A P P E N D I X  O N E  
TIMELINE OF FIRST GOVERNMENT HOUSE, 1788–1847  

 

Year Date  Event Reference 

1788 29 Jan Governor Phillip had a ‘portable canvas house’ 
erected on shore 

Lt P G King’s diary, 29 Jan 1788, J P 
McGuanne JRAHS 1 (73), Phillip’s 
Voyage, p 69 

 15 May ‘The first stone of a building, intended for the 
residence of the Governor…’ was laid on the east 
side of the cove, ‘about 56 feet above high water 
mark’ well sunk about 15 feet in the rock 

Collins (1804 ed. p. 28), Foundation 
Plaque ML, Southwell, Worgan, 
Phillip’s Voyage p. 131, ibid 

 9 July Plan of Settlement (attrib. Dawes) notes ‘A small 
house building for the Governor’ 

Phillip’s Voyage p. 69 (HRNSW II p. 
147) Phillip’s despatch, Lt King’s 
diary 

 10 Nov House enlarged to six rooms; Domain contained 
vegetable garden 100 by 135 feet, orchard 700 by 
240 feet, brush fencing 

Phillip to Lord Sydney, HRA I (1): 43, 
12 Feb 1790; McGuanne JRAHS 
1902: 73; Collins  

1789 4 Jun Governor Phillip moves in; performance of The 
Recruiting Officer by convicts 

Collins 

1810 4 Mar House ‘newly painted and put into a complete state 
of Repair’ in order to receive the new governor, 
Light-Col Lachlan Macquarie and Mrs Macquarie in 
1810.  

Ellis Bent to his mother, 4 Mar 
1810, in the Ellis Bent Letter Book, 
NLA, quoted in Broadbent 1997: 31 

1824 Aug–Oct Verandah repairs Commissariat Accounts Branch 
Journal, 21 Aug–11 Oct 1824 in 
Hughes & HHT n. d. 

1825 1–31 Dec Repairs to Sydney Government House, £181.75 
and £45.8.9 advanced to J[oshua] Thorp  

Auditor Generals ‘Abstracts of 
Expenditure’ p.105 in ‘WorkForce’ 

1833  Repairs £33.6.8 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123 

1835  Repairs £105.4.0 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123 

1836 12 Aug Government House Committee recommended to 
the Legislative Council that First Government 
House be removed to make way for the extension 
of Macquarie and Phillip Streets 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 124 

1837 Jan New privies built and repairs made, total cost: 
£27.15.8. 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123 

  Consent given to the erection of a new 
Government House, to the design of English 
architect, Edward Blore 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123 
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Year Date  Event Reference 

1838 Jan Unspecified repairs in progress Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123 

1838–
1845 

 Nothing was spent on old FGH, according to the 
estimates, apart from £121 for repairs to the roof 
of outbuildings, damaged by fire. These were 
repaired by Brodie and Craig 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 123–124 

1843 1 Apr The Herald reported that the lower rooms of the 
new Government House are so nearly completed, 
that is had been resolved that the annual ball, given 
at Government House on the Queen’s Birth-day, 
shall be held there’. 

Gillespie 1975: 125 

1845 6 Jan Proclamation of the proposed extension of street 
plan grid down to the new ‘circular quay’. (Made 
before Gipps had moved to the new house.)  

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 124 

 21 Jun The Herald reported that Hyde Park Barracks 
convicts had stolen money and jewellery from 
Gipps while ‘carry[ing] various articles from the old 
to the new building’.  

Gillespie 1975: 130 

 12 Aug First report of the Board appointed to consider the 
fate of First Government House 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 124 

 15 Sept  Mortimer Lewis’s report and plan forwarded to the 
Governor, recommending demolition 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 127–131 

 [Sept] Demolition of First Government House began  Proudfoot et al. 1991: 131 

1846 July Gipps set sail for England Gillespie 1975: 132 

 10 Aug Claim for £7.16.0 for ‘Female servants for cleaning 
and taking care of Govt House after Gipps’ 
departure to 5 August 1846’, implying that the 
building was still standing 

Proudfoot et al. 1991: 170, note 13 

1847 October Governor’s Guard moved to new guard house SR NSW letters to Eng. & Public 
Works Officers 4/3887 p. 98 Letter 
No. 8359 in Annable ‘Young Street 
Guard House’ n.d., p. 5.  

 November Materials from the old guard house advertised for 
sale at auction on the condition that the building be 
dismantled and all materials cleared off site within a 
month of sale 

NSW Government Gazette 26 Nov 
1847, p. 1293 in Annable ‘Young 
Street guard house’ n.d., p. 5 

 Dec 1 Guard house materials sold for five pounds, seven 
pence. At the same time, boundary walls were built 
around the offices of the Colonial Secretary, 
Auditor General and Surveyor General (replacing 
the temporary walls built in Dec 1845).  

SR NSW 4/2758.1 Col Sec from Col 
Storekeeper 1847 Letter numbers 
47/8789, 47/9268 & 47/10192, in 
Annable ‘Young Street Guard House’ 
n.d., p. 5 
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A P P E N D I X  T W O  
GOVERNORS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, 1788–1846 

 

Jan. 1788 Dec. 1792 Arthur Phillip (1738–1814) 

Dec. 1792 Dec. 1794 Lt-Gov Major Francis Grose (1758?–1818) 

Dec. 1794 Sept. 1795 Lt-Gov William Paterson (1755–1810) 

Sept. 1795 Sept. 1800 John Hunter (1737–1821) 

28 Sept. 1800 Aug. 1806 Philip Gidley King (1758–1808) 

Aug. 1806 Jan. 1808 William Bligh (1754–1817; arrested 1808) 

Jan. 1810 Dec. 1821 Lachlan Macquarie (1762–1824) 

1 Dec. 1821 Nov. 1825 Sir Thomas McDougall Brisbane (1773–1860) 

Dec. 1825 Oct. 1831 Sir Ralph Darling (1775–1858) 

Dec. 1831 Dec. 1837 Sir Richard Bourke (1777–1855) 

Feb. 1838 Jul. 1846 Sir George Gipps (1791–1847) 
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